EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Wednesday, May 29, 2013
11:45 AM

Henry Baker Hall, Main Floor, City Hall

Office of the City Clerk

Public Agenda
Executive Committee
Wednesday, May 29, 2013
Approval of Public Agenda
Minutes of the meeting held on May 8, 2013.
Administration Reports
EX13-26

Special Event Sponsorship Grant
Recommendation
1. That $15,000 be provided to the Regina Canada Day Committee for
Canada Day activities.
2. That $10,000 be provided to 101176486 Saskatchewan Inc. for
National Aboriginal Day celebrations at Wascana Park.

EX13-27

Transit Price Promotions
Recommendation
1. That the Deputy City Manager of City Operations or designate
be delegated authority to approve and administer promotions
designed to increase ridership through fee discounts on Transit
passes and rides.
2. That the City Solicitor be instructed to prepare a bylaw
amendment to The Regina Administration Bylaw, No. 2003-69
delegating authority to the Deputy City Manager of City
Operations or his or her designate to approve and administer
transit fare promotions.
3. That this report be forwarded to the June 10, 2013 City
Council meeting for approval.

Office of the City Clerk

EX13-28

Comprehensive Housing Strategy Implementation Plan
Recommendation
1. That the Comprehensive Housing Strategy Implementation Plan
(CHSIP) as outlined in Appendix A be APPROVED and
Administration be directed to begin implementation of the
Comprehensive Housing Strategy.

EX13-29

2.

That funding for the addition of two permanent planning staff
within the Neighbourhood Planning Branch and program funding
for an amount up to $200,000 from the 2013 General Fund Reserve
to support the City’s housing initiatives and the implementation of
the Comprehensive Housing Strategy as outlined in Appendix B be
APPROVED.

3.

That Appendix C including the notes from the interactive delegate
session at the Mayor’s Housing Summit on May 13-14 be
RECEIVED and FILED.

Sustaining Long Term Growth
Recommendation
That City Council endorse the 500,000 growth area as shown on
Appendix A as the basis for sustaining the long term growth of the City
of Regina.

Resolution for Private Session

AT REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN, WEDNESDAY, MAY 8, 2013
AT A MEETING OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
HELD IN PUBLIC SESSION
AT 11:45 AM
These are considered a draft rendering of the official minutes. Official minutes can be
obtained through the Office of the City Clerk once approved.
Present:

Councillor Wade Murray, in the chair
Mayor Michael Fougere
Councillor Bryon Burnett
Councillor Sharron Bryce
Councillor John Findura
Councillor Jerry Flegel
Councillor Shawn Fraser
Councillor Bob Hawkins
Councillor Mike O’Donnell
Councillor Barbara Young

Regrets:

Councillor Terry Hincks

City Clerk, Joni Swidnicki
Also in
Attendance: City Manager, Glen Davies
City Solicitor, Byron Werry
Deputy City Clerk, Amber Smale
Deputy City Manager, City Operations, Dorian Wandzura
Deputy City Manager, Community Planning & Development, Jason Carlston
Deputy City Manager, Corporate Services, Brent Sjoberg
Executive Director, Governance & Strategy, Jim Nicol
Approval of Public Agenda
Councillor Sharron Bryce moved, AND IT WAS RESOLVED, that the agenda for
this meeting be approved, as submitted.
Adoption of Minutes
Councillor Barbara Young moved, AND IT WAS RESOLVED, that the minutes of
the meeting held on March 27, 2013 be adopted, as circulated.
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Wednesday, May 8, 2013

Administration Reports
EX13-23

Special Event Sponsorship Grant
Recommendation
That a community investment grant of up to $30,000 be APPROVED for
Regina Multicultural Council for Mosaic: A Festival of Cultures for actual
Transit charter costs, not including security.

Councillor John Findura declared a conflict of interest and left the meeting
Mr. Mike Cassano, President of the Regina Multicultural Council addressed the
Committee. The delegation answered a number of questions.
Mayor Michael Fougere moved, AND IT WAS RESOLVED, that the
recommendations of the Administration contained in the report be concurred in.
EX13-24

Amendment to The Regina Administration Bylaw NO. 2003-69 Regarding
the Purchasing Policy
Recommendation
1. That, subject to the required public notice having been given in
accordance with The Public Notice Bylaw, the recommended
changes to Schedule “D” of The Regina Administration Bylaw,
Bylaw No. 2003-69 outlined in Appendix A related to the
Purchasing Policy be approved.
2. That the City Solicitor be directed to prepare the necessary
amending bylaw for consideration by Council.

Councillor John Findura returned to the meeting.
Councillor Mike O'Donnell moved, AND IT WAS RESOLVED, that the
recommendations of the Administration contained in the report be concurred in.
EX13-25

Regina Revitalization Initiative (RRI) Stadium Project - Request for
Qualifications (RFQ) Shortlist
Recommendation
That this report be received and filed.

Mayor Michael Fougere declared a conflict of interest and left the meeting.
Councillor Mike O'Donnell moved, AND IT WAS RESOLVED, that this report be
received and filed.
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Wednesday, May 8, 2013

Councillor Jerry Flegel moved, AND IT WAS RESOLVED, that in the interests of the
public, the remaining items on the agenda be considered in private.
The media and public were excused.
Mayor Michael Fougere returned to the meeting
Mayor Michael Fougere moved, AND IT WAS RESOLVED, that the committee
recess for 2 minutes.
Meeting recessed at 12:10 pm

Chairperson

Secretary

EX13-26
May 29, 2013

To:

Members,
Executive Committee

Re:

Special Event Sponsorship Grant

RECOMMENDATION
That the following community investment grants be APPROVED:
1. That $15,000 be provided to the Regina Canada Day Committee for Canada Day
activities;
2. That $10,000 be provided to 101176486 Saskatchewan Inc. for National Aboriginal Day
celebrations at Wascana Park;
CONCLUSION
The Special Event Sponsorship grant provides funding for new or unique one-time events that
align with one or more funding stream objectives, build community pride and encourage
community interaction and spirit. The Administration has reviewed the following two
applications which were submitted to the culture stream of the Community Investment Grants
Program:
a) an application by the Regina Canada Day Committee for $20,000 for Canada Day
activities.
b) an application by 101176486 Saskatchewan Inc. for $10,000 for National Aboriginal Day
celebrations in Wascana Park.
The Administration is recommending that each event, both of which strongly meet the intent of
the Special Events Sponsorship Program in building community pride and spirit, be APPROVED
in the amounts of $15,000 for Canada Day and $10,000 for National Aboriginal Day.
BACKGROUND
The purpose of the Special Event Sponsorship grant is to provide financial support to non-profit
organizations that are hosting an event in Regina which is open to the public, aligns with one or
more of the funding stream objectives, builds community pride and encourages community
interaction and spirit. There are three primary funding streams in the grants program: culture,
sport and recreation, and social development. Special Event Sponsorship applications are
evaluated using six criteria: organization, program merit, community need, community impact,
accessibility and financial need. Recipients are required to provide recognition to the City of
Regina if the funding request is approved.
a) Canada Day celebrations
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serves to join friends, family and fellow citizens to celebrate our nation’s birthday, to showcase
local talent, showcase Canada’s multi-cultural spirit, to recognize and respect our shared heritage
and diversity, to encourage patriotism, celebrate community and to generate pride in our nation.
b) National Aboriginal Day celebrations
A grant of $10,000 has been requested for National Aboriginal Day celebrations. The event
serves to increase cultural awareness by sharing Aboriginal cultural identity with the public,
enhancing the knowledge of the contributions of Aboriginal people to the city. The event
supports and encourages dialogue between all Canadians of any heritage, preserving cultural
heritage and cultural exchange.
Both of these events first requested funding through the Culture Stream of the Community
Investments Grants Program. However, neither scored high enough to receive stream funding.
As a result of the fact that both events are national celebrations, intended to build community
pride and spirit, the Administration is recommending that sponsorship funding be considered
through the Special Events Sponsorship Program.
DISCUSSION
Initiatives are measured through the lens of inspiring community pride and spirit and of meeting
the identified stream priorities through the six criteria, including organization strength, program
merit, community need, community impact, accessibility and financial need. The priorities of
the Culture stream, both short and long term, are;
•

Providing development opportunities

•

Stabilize and strengthen partnerships; with and between organizations, artists,
practitioners, and the broader community

•

Foster innovation and diversity in traditional and contemporary modes of expression

•

Increase opportunity for community access to art, cultural activity and education

•

Establish a healthy, growing, sustainable community of cultural practitioners and
organizations spanning a diverse range of practices and maturity levels

The following is a brief assessment of each event against the six dimensions:
a) Canada Day celebrations
•

Organization Strength - The organization has been incorporated since 2005, offering an
avenue for all citizens to celebrate the national birthday in a family friendly environment.

•

Program Merit - The aim of the event is to instil pride in Canada by allowing citizens to
openly embrace democracy, freedom and multiculturalism. Key partnerships are formed
with Wascana Centre Authority, Celebrate Canada, Provincial Capital Commission and
Canadian Progress Club Regina Centre. It is the largest openly accessible, one day event
in Regina, attracting an estimated 30-40,000 visitors per annum.
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•

Community Need - The event fosters pride between citizens and facilitates a public outlet
for citizens to celebrate what being Canadian means for them.

•

Community Impact - The event provides for multicultural venues, vendor opportunities
and showcasing of talent and diverse representation of expression.

•

Accessibility - Everyone is welcome to the event which is free to the public.

•

Financial Need - Funds from the City of Regina would be used towards the anticipated
$45,000 cost of fencing and the fireworks for the fireworks display. The ask of $20,000
represents an anticipated 12% of the pending budget. Canada Day celebrations have
received funding via the Community Investment Grants Program for seven of the past ten
years. The funding levels have ranged from $5,000 to $15,000 per annum.

Consistent with the funding level provided for this event in 2010, 2011 and 2012, the
Administration is recommending a grant of $15,000 for this event in recognition of the
significance of this celebration to the community.
b) National Aboriginal Day
•

Organization Strength - The organization has held this celebration for 17 years, attracting
over 250,000 visitors in that time. They annually attract almost 75 volunteers for the
event, and another 42 volunteers representing 38 various organizations as part of the
planning process.

•

Program Merit- The aim of the festival this year is to improve Aboriginal relations within
the city by focusing on the celebration of cultural diversity via the Arts. The festival
provides the opportunity for Aboriginal artists to share their work and achievements to a
wider audience, building mutual respect and shared civic pride.

•

Community Need - The 2013 event is expected to attract over 10,000 visitors. The goal
is to broaden the demographic attending the event and include Elders, tourists, youth, the
academic and artistic community and all Regina citizens. The event aims to build
understanding between diverse populations of people and to leave ongoing community
benefit, both of which serve many of the City’s priorities in Cultural Development.

•

Community Impact - 2013 will mark a year with focus to languages and strong
educational components to the program. There is continued focus to innovation, artistic
renewal in programming, diversity of expression, attracting a wide audience and meeting
a unique opportunity afforded to the festival on Aboriginal Day.

•

Accessibility - Everyone is welcome to the event which is free to the public. Marketing
is achieved through a variety of Aboriginal organizations and provincial and regional
partners.
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•

Financial Need - Funds from the City of Regina may account for up to 10% of the overall
event budget . Not receiving the funding will negatively impact the programming;
number of artists contracted, depth of overall programs, length of showcase. This event
has received funding via the Community Investment Grants program in the past seven
years. The level of funding ranged between $5,000 and $10,000.

The Administration is recommending a grant of $10,000 for this event.
RECOMMENDATION IMPLICATIONS
Financial Implications
The 2013 community investment grant budget for Special Events Sponsorships is $150,000 as
approved on February 19, 2013 by City Council. To date, $34,000 has been allocated to other
organizations, leaving $116,000 for allocation. If the recommendations of this report are
approved, $91,000 will remain in the fund for allocation.
Environmental Implications
There are no environmental implications as a result of this report.
Policy and/or Strategic Implications
The mission of the City’s Community Investment Grants Program is to fund and partner with
community non-profit organizations to deliver programs project and services that align with the
City’s objectives, have a clear community impact and respond to community needs.
Other Implications
There are no other implications as a result of this report.
Accessibility Implications
There are no accessibility implications as a result of this report.
COMMUNICATIONS
Grant recipients are required to provide recognition to the City of Regina, as public funds are
being used. The organizations will be work with Communications Branch to arrange the
recognition.
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The disposition of this report is within the authority of Executive Committee.
Respectfully submitted,

Respectfully submitted,

Chris Holden, Director
Community Development, Recreation & Parks

Jason Carlston, Deputy City Manager
Community Planning and Development

Report prepared by: Jeff Erbach, Coordinator Cultural Development

EX13-27
May 29, 2013

To:

Members,
Executive Committee

Re:

Transit Price Promotions

RECOMMENDATION
1. That the Deputy City Manager of City Operations or designate be delegated authority to
approve and administer promotions designed to increase ridership through fee discounts
on Transit passes and rides.
2. That the City Solicitor be instructed to prepare a bylaw amendment to The Regina
Administration Bylaw, No. 2003-69 delegating authority to the Deputy City Manager of
City Operations or his or her designate to approve and administer transit fare
promotions.
3. That this report be forwarded to the June 10, 2013 City Council meeting for approval.
CONCLUSION
The ability to provide targeted pricing incentives will encourage residents to try Transit services
with the objective in increasing overall ridership. These incentives could include reduced fares
or free rides on buses. Delegating the authority to the Deputy City Manager to approve price
promotions will allow the Transit Department flexibility to implement programs and make the
process approval more efficient. The introduction of the R-Card allows Administration to
actively track ridership trends and identify opportunity for improvement where ridership may be
lower than expected.
BACKGROUND
The Transit Department has traditionally not implemented price promotions for riding and the
standard fare has been in effect whether using a pass, rides, or if paying in cash. The incentive of
temporarily reduced fares will help increase usage and spread awareness of new services Transit
might provide. The introduction of the R-Card has provided the Transit Department with a greater
amount of information on ridership. The Administration can view what ridership levels are by a
particular route, down to a particular bus stop. This information can also be further refined by the
time of day of the ridership and the type of R-Cards that are being used (youth,
post secondary, adult, senior). This information will allow the Administration to make informed
decisions on which areas to target to increase ridership. This could be done by a route
adjustment, a schedule adjustment, or a promotion that would entice riders to try the service.
The new routes and services being implemented in July 2013 are expanding service to new areas
of the City. The ability to offer a price promotion will help attract new customers and will assist
current customers in adjusting to the changes.
DISCUSSION
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product or service. The same applies to transportation services. Removing or reducing the cost
barrier will allow customers to try the alternate mode of transportation with an absence of, or
reduced, financial risk. With the approval of a new transit routing system by the Community and
Protective Services Committee on April 10, 2013, there is an opportunity to introduce these
services to new customers by providing them with an incentive such as introducing a fare
promotion.
Other Canadian Transit properties that have tried a fare-free promotion saw an increase in
ridership anywhere from 25% - 86% during the campaign. The town of Milton, Ontario trialed a
fare-free project in their off peak times and saw an increase of 63% in ridership. Of those that
started using the service, 86% indicated they would still use the service after the fares had been
reinstated.
Price promotions will be used to increase awareness of new services, or to increase ridership
during time periods where ridership is lower. Price promotions that could be utilized include;
decreasing fares with students during the summer months, implementing a loyalty program
where fare discounts are given to frequent riders, implementing incentive programs (example:
buy 20 rides receive 25), or discounting fares on a new route. Delegating the authority to the
Deputy City Manager to approve price promotions will allow the Transit Department flexibility
to implement programs in order to increase ridership.
RECOMMENDATION IMPLICATIONS
Financial Implications
The financial implication will depend on the type of promotion. Any type of discount would
impact revenues received. However, any promotion will have the intention to increase ridership
and increase revenue over time. The target ridership increase of the new routing system is 5%
which would increase revenues by $375,000. The intended price promotion would help attain
those ridership numbers. The fare promotion in September is expected to increase ridership
temporarily by 20%. The retention of riders during a fare-free campaign in other Transit
properties has been around 80% of the original increase. If 80% of residents decide to keep
using the bus after the promotion, we will surpass our ridership increase by over 10%.
Environmental Implications
The price promotions are an incentive for residents to try Transit. Decreasing the amount of
residents who take single occupant vehicle trips will reduce the amount of emissions in our air
and decrease traffic on the roads.
Policy and/or Strategic Implications
Introducing price promotions for Transit will help support the route changes planned for July 21,
2013. The promotion will not start until September as the months of July and August are some
of the lowest ridership months. High schools and post secondary institutions are in their off peak
periods in July and August and introducing a fare promotion in September will reach more
customers than a summer promotion.
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information. For example, students and post secondary usage has been lower in the summer
months than the rest of the year. A potential promotion would encourage usage in the system in
an effort to boost ridership. Promotions could also be targeted for a specific route if ridership is
lower than expected when compared to our service and performance standards for Transit.
Other Implications
None with respect to this report.
Accessibility Implications
Even though price promotions would be focused on conventional Transit, the promotions would
apply to paratransit service in order not to discriminate against these customers. The September
promotion would also include paratransit services.
COMMUNICATIONS
A communication strategy would be drafted for each fare promotion. Specifically, for the fare
promotion in September, communications for the fare change would be communicated a month
in advance to ensure that current customers are aware of the upcoming promotion. However,
this promotion will be geared to non riders where the introduction of the new service will give
the residents more transportation options. Potential customers will be made aware by print,
radio, and social media of the upcoming promotion.
DELEGATED AUTHORITY
The disposition of this report requires City Council approval.

Respectfully submitted,

Respectfully submitted,

Brad Bells, Director of Transit
Transit Department

W. Dorian Wandzura, Deputy City Manager and COO
City Operations

Report prepared by:
Nathan Luhning, Manager of Business Development
NL/cg

EX13-28
May 29, 2013

To:

Members,
Executive Committee

Re:

Comprehensive Housing Strategy Implementation Plan

RECOMMENDATION
1. That the Comprehensive Housing Strategy Implementation Plan (CHSIP) as outlined in
Appendix A be APPROVED and Administration be directed to begin implementation of
the Comprehensive Housing Strategy.
2. That funding for the addition of two permanent planning staff within the Neighbourhood
Planning Branch and program funding for an amount up to $200,000 from the 2013
General Fund Reserve to support the City’s housing initiatives and the implementation of
the Comprehensive Housing Strategy as outlined in Appendix B be APPROVED.
3. That Appendix C including the notes from the interactive delegate session at the Mayor’s
Housing Summit on May 13-14 be RECEIVED and FILED.
CONCLUSION
The Comprehensive Housing Strategy Implementation Plan (Appendix A) includes work plans
for implementation of the strategies recommended for consideration and implementation by
Administration. Administration has identified 28 strategies for implementation, six for further
consideration and deem one unfeasible. With Council direction, Strategy 15 was also removed
from the implementation plan until further research and consideration by Administration.
Administration will return to Council in July with a report on the issue of rooming houses
addressed in Strategy 15, including best practices and recommendations. For the other 34
strategies, implementation and further consideration will begin with Council approval based on
short, medium and long-term timeframes as outlined in Appendix A.
Administration requests two additional full-time planning staff, a Senior City Planner and a
Planning Assistant and program funding, to increase the capacity of the Administration to move
forward with implementation as outlined in Appendix A.
BACKGROUND
The City of Regina is aware that the primary responsibility for housing resides within the federal
and provincial governments. However, the City can still do much by supporting, partnering and
complementing housing initiatives. With this in mind, the City of Regina engaged a consultant
in February 2012 to develop a Comprehensive Housing Strategy. This strategy, along with
Administration’s Recommendations for strategy implementation and stakeholder and public
feedback to date, were brought to Council on April 29. At this meeting, Council approved
Administration’s Recommendations, Appendix B of the April 29 Comprehensive Housing
Strategy report with the exception of one strategy, and directed Administration to prepare an
implementation plan and return to Council before the end of the second quarter.
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culmination of a more than year-long project to evaluate Regina’s housing issues, to research and
develop strategies to address these issues, and to define the role of the City. Background research
and a strategy framework were reviewed and vetted by a group of 19 industry stakeholders,
representing all sectors of housing, as well as internal members of the Administration. The
Administration completed an initial evaluation of the consultant’s recommendations, determining
those strategies that should be added to an implementation plan, those strategies that require
further consideration, and those strategies that the Administration deem unfeasible. These
recommendations were provided as Appendix B in the report at the April 29th Council meeting.
The Comprehensive Housing Strategy (CHS) and Administration’s Recommendations were
provided to the Stakeholder Consultation Group and made available to the public on the City’s
website on March 22 with the agenda for the Executive Committee meeting and on the Design
Regina website. At the March 27 Executive Committee meeting, Council directed
Administration to provide a summary version of the CHS and to organize a public event to
gather feedback on the CHS and Administration’s Recommendations. The summary version of
the CHS was posted on the Design Regina housing strategy webpage on April 15 and provided
along with a feedback form at a public engagement event held on April 18. At this event,
Administration gave a short presentation of the housing strategy, followed by time for questions
and answers. Three public sessions were held on April 18 at noon, 5:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. More
than 100 people attended and 26 feedback forms were collected. Comments received from the
public either at the April 18 event or by email were included with the report to Council on April
29, along with comments received from the stakeholder group. Administration provided written
responses to key comments and issues generated from the public and stakeholder feedback for
the April 29 meeting.
At the April 29 Council meeting, Council approved Administration’s Recommendations and
directed Administration to return to Council in June with an implementation plan with one
exception. Strategy 15 was removed from the implementation plan at this meeting until further
research, best practices and recommendations for Strategy 15 are provided to Council. This
report, findings and recommendations for Strategy 15 will come before Council in July.
DISCUSSION
The attached Comprehensive Housing Strategy Implementation Plan (Appendix A) and staff
resources (Appendix B) form the next step in the implementation of the City’s Comprehensive
Housing Strategy. The Housing Strategy Implementation Plan is divided in two sections. The
first section provides a broad overview of the housing strategies, the timelines for
implementation (short, medium or long), a list of strategies for public consultation (11
strategies), and a score card for evaluating progress towards targets or goals.
Section two of the Housing Strategy Implementation Plan provides individual, abbreviated work
plans for each of the 34 strategies selected for implementation (Strategy 18 was removed as per
Administration’s Recommendations and Strategy 15 will be addressed in a separate report to
Council). These work plans will form the basis for detailed work plans used by Administration
for the implementation of the strategies to include staff and branch assignments and deliverables.
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provided for the short-term strategies. The implementation plan lays out a five-year timeline for
start of implementation, realizing that many strategies will continue beyond this timeframe. The
implementation plan and timelines are dependent on staffing requests as noted in the Financial
Implications section below.
There are 11 short-term strategies, 20 medium-term strategies and three long-term strategies.
Implementation of short-term strategies will begin after Council’s approval of the
implementation plan; given staffing needs and timing of approval, short-term strategies can be
expected to begin in the third and fourth quarter of 2013. Medium-term strategies will begin in
2014-2015 and long-term will begin in 2016-2018. Results and impacts will vary based on the
extent of the strategy (e.g. regulatory changes vs. advocacy measures). Where public
consultation is recommended, this is noted on the strategy work plan and also included in Table
2 in section one of the implementation plan, which includes a summary of timelines, public
consultation and timeframes for anticipated impacts.
The Comprehensive Housing Strategy – consultant’s final report has identified the need for
rental units and increased supply of housing as a pressing issue. For this reason, short-term
strategies will be geared towards this goal with a target vacancy rate of 3% by 2017. For
example, Strategy 1: To refine current property tax and capital incentives to target the issue of
insufficient supply of rental and affordable housing, will address the need for additional rental
units and supply with incentives focused on increasing rental units and multi-unit projects.
Revisions to the housing incentive policy will be brought to Council in the third quarter of 2013.
As part of the implementation, annual tracking and reporting on the strategies will be used to
evaluate the effectiveness of the strategies and progress towards goals. High-level evaluation
targets are provided in a score card in section one of the implementation plan and include 12
targets. Once implementation begins, several strategies will have additional targets beginning
with the short-term strategies.
To further address the issue of rental supply, Administration recommends that a review of the
The City of Regina Condominium Policy Bylaw 2012-14 be completed at a later date to consider
amendments to the condominium conversion policy to align with housing strategies. At this time,
because the vacancy rate is low and no applications for conversions are being accepted,
Administration will continue to monitor vacancy rate percentages and the number of new rental
starts to have a better knowledge of the rental market and the problem that conversions could
pose to rental unit availability. Administration could consider an increase in the vacancy rate
required before condominium conversions are allowed from 2% in the current policy, to a 3%
vacancy to match the 3% vacancy target established in the Comprehensive Housing Strategy and
Administration’s Recommendations brought before Council on April 29, 2013. The need to
address the condominium conversion policy was also raised by public delegations and in
feedback received since the release of the Comprehensive Housing Strategy.
In response to Council’s request for a thorough analysis of trends, opportunity costs and benefits
of the strategies, Administration is building a body of research and background trends from
which to assess and report on cost benefits of certain strategies and financial analyses of the
effectiveness of strategies. This type of analysis will be forthcoming with annual reports on the
strategy and progress made to date. As a starting point, Administration has created a high-level
table showing general growth and housing trends.
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Indicator

2011

2012

2013f 1

Net migration
New housing starts
Rental starts and % rental
of total starts
Average resale home price
Tenure ratio3: own vs. rent
Average rent (2-bedroom)
Units receiving city tax
incentives 4
Units receiving city
capital incentives that
meet affordability criteria
Vacancy rate

2,856
1,694
219 (13%)

5,600
3,093
552 (18%)

4,700
2,400f
699f 2 (29%)

$277,473
68% : 32%
$932
225

$301,145
68% : 32%
$979
296

$309,000f
68% : 32%
$1,020f
1615 6

93

74

150f 7

.6%

1%

1.2%f

Notes on table above:
1
Unless otherwise noted, forecasts are based on CMHC housing outlook data (February 2013).
2
Forecast based on building permits and applications received by Current Planning, City of Regina.
3
Most recent numbers are Stats. Canada 2006. The percentage of renters is likely to increase given the
number of newcomers to Regina in the past five years.
4
A percentage of units (infill development), receive both tax and capital incentives so there is some
overlap between tax incentive units and capital incentive units in both programs.
5
Number represents actuals for tax incentives offered in 2013 to development completed in 2012.
6
The decline in the number of units eligible for tax incentives for 2013 most likely represents a number
of large projects under construction but not completed in 2012 – not a decline in eligible applications or
unit supply. Applications for several large projects have been carried over to 2013 for 2014 tax
exemption. To date applications for 460 units have been submitted for 2014 exemption representing an
increase in units applying for and eligible for tax incentives.
7
Represents committed funds to date (May 2013) and eligible applications. From 2012 to 2013 the
number of applicants has increased from 4 to 11 applicants representing a greater diversity of housing
types and locations.

Administration has taken the comments received from the public and stakeholders into account
in the implementation plan and will continue to consider feedback as implementation moves
forward. Much of the feedback includes program and policy suggestions where Administration
will have to further research and consider such programs for their applicability in Regina and
some of which lie outside of the strategies as currently defined. This feedback and the research to
be conducted have been noted in specific strategies in the work plans and will be further
explored and detailed as implementation moves forward.
The presentations and discussions at the Mayor’s Housing Summit held on May 13 and 14
further reinforced the strategies in the Comprehensive Housing Strategy and provided case
examples, best practices, research and feedback that will be used to further enhance the
implementation plan as strategies move forward. Best practices, challenges and experiences will
provide valuable guidance as strategies are detailed and implemented. The relationships
established during the Summit will also provide further discussion and advice. The creation of a
Mayor’s Forum on Housing, as announced at the Mayor’s Summit, will further guide
Administration and the implementation plan. Two of the initiatives mentioned with the
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increasing the vacancy rate to 3%, are identified as short-term strategies in the implementation
plan thus aligning with the timeline noted at the Mayor’s Summit. Feedback gathered at the
Mayor’s Summit from delegates who participated in an interactive session is provided in
Appendix C.
Administration is also aware of the concern regarding the need for public consultation during
implementation, especially as it relates to specific strategies. Administration understands the
concern that strategies will result in immediate or unregulated changes to neighbourhoods. As
implementation of the strategies begins Administration has identified 11 strategies recommended
for public consultation. This public consultation would be in keeping with, or in some cases in
addition to the normal public review process for developments and Zoning Bylaw amendments
currently required, thus providing additional opportunities for public outreach and consultation.
Implementation of the housing strategies will not reduce or eliminate the current protocol for
public review.
RECOMMENDATION IMPLICATIONS
Financial Implications
Regina has one of the lowest vacancy rates in Canada. The timely implementation of the
Comprehensive Housing Strategy is meant to quickly respond to the housing shortage. This
implementation will include tracking the impacts of the delivery of City housing programs to
align them with the other levels of governments for maximum impact and efficiency. As the
Province’s economy continues to thrive and our population continues to grow, housing will
remain an issue and may increase in volume and complexity. In order for Administration to be
able to increase capacity to deal with the City’s housing issues and implement the strategies in
the Comprehensive Housing Strategy Implementation Plan, the administration is seeking
approval of 2 additional permanent FTE’s to be funded from the General Fund Reserve for 2013
and to be added to the 2014 base budget. An outline of additional staffing resources is attached
in Appendix B.
Currently the Senior City Planner for Housing is the sole staff member dedicated full-time to the
City’s housing strategy. The budget for the implementation plan includes two additional fulltime staff: a Senior City Planner and a Planning Assistant. The addition of two permanent fulltime employees (FTEs) would enable the City to more effectively address its housing needs and
better address the challenges, funding and program gaps, along with administrative capacity
needed for a strong housing strategy. More specifically, the addition of two FTEs would greatly
increase the ability of the City to administer policies, create partnerships, assist property owners
and developers in accessing federal and provincial funding; research and detail implementation
for all strategies; support and leverage innovative projects, track and monitor progress on the
housing strategy; report and present findings to committees, Council and outside partners; and
record trends and housing research to best direct City programs and policies. Following the
announcement at the Mayor’s Summit for the creation of a Mayor’s Forum on Housing –
additional staffing resources will help provide the liaison between Administration and this
newly-formed group. The success of the implementation plan and timelines as outlined in
Appendix A are dependent on this additional staffing. If restricted to current staff,
implementation could be expected to take two to three times longer – extending the timeline for
full start of implementation by five to 10 years.

-6In addition to the two permanent FTE’s, other program costs would be required to cover public
consultation events, publication of materials and other outreach strategies. Administration
estimates an additional $50,000 in program costs annually for the five-year period of this
implementation plan. This is in addition to staffing resources requested herein and to be added to
the 2014 base budget.
Environmental Implications
None with respect to this report.
Policy and/or Strategic Implications
The Comprehensive Housing Strategy Implementation Plan (CHSIP) identifies 34 strategies to
address the City’s housing issues through a variety of actions including new programs and
policies as well as partnerships with senior levels of government and housing organizations.
Strategy and policy implications are included in Appendix A with individual work plans for each
of the 34 strategies. The level of detail for strategy implementation varies based on the time line
for strategy implementation (short, medium or long-term implementation). Strategy implications
will vary for each strategy (e.g. Zoning Bylaw changes versus advocacy measures) and are noted
in the work plan for each strategy. Housing strategies will align with the policies forthcoming in
the new Official Community Plan and will be considered with future revisions to the Zoning
Bylaw and other long-term planning documents.
Other Implications
None with respect to this report.
Accessibility Implications
None with respect to this report.
COMMUNICATIONS
1. To date, a variety of approaches have been used to provide the housing strategy to the
public for feedback including a public outreach event on Thurs., April 18 including:
o Documents were posted on the Design Regina webpage for Executive Committee
meeting on March 22
§ Comprehensive Housing Strategy – consultant’s report
§ Administration’s Recommendations
o Additional documents were added to the Design Regina housing strategy webpage
prior to and following the April 18 public event:
§ Comprehensive Housing Strategy – summary version (April 15)
§ Presentation from public event on April 18, 2013 (April 20)
§ Feedback form provided at the April 18 event (April 20)
o Communications in advance of the event on April 18 included:
§ Event information was posted on the Design Regina Comprehensive
Housing Strategy (CHS) webpage (April 9)
§ A message about the April 18 event was sent to about 1,500 email
subscribers of the City’s Design Regina webpage (April 10)
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§
§

A public service announcement about the event was sent to media contacts
(April 10), which generated an article in the Regina Leader-Post
newspaper the morning of April 18 outlining times and locations for the
public event later that day.
Information about the event was posted to the City’s Facebook page and
tweeted via the City’sTwitter account (April 11).
An ad was published about the event in the Regina Leader-Post (April 13).
The circulation for Saturday’s Regina Leader-Post is more than 50,000
copies. The ad also appeared on Sun., April 14 in the Sunday Post, which
was delivered to every household in Regina.

2. Comments on the Comprehensive Housing Strategy or Administration’s
Recommendations, received by April 22, 2013 via e-mail (to chs@regina.ca) or sent to
the postal address on the Design Regina website, were an appendix to the report for
Council on April 29.
3. As the housing implementation plan moves forward, the City will notify and
communicate with the public and stakeholders as required. More specifically, there are 11
strategies that have been identified for public consultation as per the implementation
plan. Additional pilot projects and the proper public review process will provide
opportunities for public outreach and consultation.
DELEGATED AUTHORITY
The disposition of this report requires City Council approval.
Respectfully submitted,
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Diana Hawryluk, Director
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SECTION I. HOUSING STRATEGY BACKGROUND AND TIMELINES
1. Background
The Comprehensive Housing Strategy (CHS) has been in development since early 2012. SHS Consulting Ltd,
a housing consulting group from Toronto, was contracted to lead this work. A cross-section of City staff
and 19 housing sector stakeholders have been involved in the preparation of the strategy.
The CHS outlines the City’s role in housing, five major housing issues, five goals to address those issues,
and more than 30 strategies to positively impact the state of housing in Regina. The Strategy will enable
the City to:
•
•
•

Define and communicate the City’s role in housing;
Better align policies, programs and assets with current and future housing needs including new Official
Community Plan policies currently being developed, new and refined housing policies, and alignment,
where possible, with the programs of the Province of Saskatchewan; and,
Define the best areas and methods to stimulate the housing market, within the City’s role.

The CHS established the ground work for the Mayor’s Housing Summit and Administration’s Housing
Strategy Implementation Plan.
As outlined in Administration’s Recommendations, of the 36 Strategies suggested in the Comprehensive
Housing Strategy – Final Consultant’s Report (February 2013), Administration identified 29 for
implementation, six for further consideration. One (Strategy 18) is deemed unfeasible. At the April 29th
Council meeting, Council directed Administration to remove Strategy 15 until further consideration.
Research and recommendations will be brought before Council on July 29th.
A full list of the 36 strategies is included in Appendix 1, page 71.

2. Implementation Plan
This Implementation Plan will establish the basic steps to implementation for Council’s review and as a
guide for Administration’s workplan and staffing resources.
Section I of the Implementation Plan includes:
•

A basic overview of Comprehensive Housing Strategy– consultant’s report (February 2012)
including issues, goals, guiding principles and the 36 strategies by timeframe from the
Comprehensive Housing Strategy Timeline for implementation

•

List of strategies requiring public consultation before implementation

•

A score card to evaluate the strategies through the implementation

•

Strategy timelines, consultation and anticipated results

Section II of the Implementation Plan includes:
•

Individual 1-2 page work plans for each strategy including the strategy, brief background
information, intent of strategy, steps to implementation and definitions (where relevant)
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•

For each work plan additional details will be added as implementation begins including
research findings, best practices and topic area reviews. The work plans included here are
meant to provide an overview of steps to implementation, background and intention as a
framework for detailed implementation of each strategy.

3. Issues and Goals
The Comprehensive Housing Strategy – Consultant’s Final Report identifies five housing issues and
subsequent goals for the City of Regina.
Issues

Goals

1. Inadequate Supply of Rental and Affordable
Housing

1. Increase the Supply of Rental and Affordable
Housing

2. Poor condition of Existing Housing Stock

2. Retain and Regenerate the Existing Housing
Stock

3. Lack of Diversity of Housing Options, Including
Housing for Distinct and Special Needs Groups

3. Increase the Diversity of Housing Options,
Including Housing for Distinct and Special
Needs Groups

4. Need to Create Complete Communities and
Sustainable Neighbourhoods with Access to
Services and Amenities

4. Address Housing Needs While Creating
Complete Neighbourhoods and Sustainable
Communities

5. Need to Address Housing Issues Immediately but
with the Help of Federal and Provincial
Governments as well as other Stakeholders

5. Implementation and Working Together

4. Intent of the Housing Strategy
The Guiding Principles of the Comprehensive Housing Strategy are used to define the overall intention of
the City’s Housing Strategy:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase the supply of well-built and well-maintained housing serving the full range of residents’
incomes and needs is vital to the interests of the City
Help provide a safe, secure, affordable and well-maintained home for all residents
Help people who are homeless, or at-risk of homelessness, is to quickly access safe, affordable,
and stable housing
Encourage property owners to keep all housing in Regina maintained and operated in a good and
safe state of repair
Ensure reinvestment in and regeneration in the housing stock to provide a full range of housing
Use multiple approaches and solutions to address housing issues
Develop policies and programs that promote social inclusion, (i.e. be inclusive of all people,
regardless of their social, economic, or cultural affiliation)
Aim policies and resources of government at areas where there are gaps in the private market’s
ability to address housing needs. Namely, the needs of low and moderate income households, and
the needs of homeless individuals should be prioritized.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Address Regina’s housing needs through shared responsibility and collaboration, between three
levels of government and in partnership with private and non-profit sectors
Use the City’s role in housing to identify its actions
Support housing initiatives of the City based on capacity and resources
Use resources efficiently and effectively, and be fiscally responsible with public sector investments
Establish an environment that allows the private sector to innovate and build affordably
Monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of policies and programs on an ongoing basis and
introduce changes needed

5. Time Frames
Strategies are divided into short, medium and long-term strategies. A few of the strategies are designated
as a “Quick Start” meaning that implementation could begin immediately after the implementation plan is
adopted. The time frames are defined as such:
Short

Immediate Start

Medium

Year 1-2 Start

Long

Year 3-5 Start

Table 2 in this document includes a table summarizing Strategies by timeline identifying strategies
requiring public consultation and when impacts of strategy will be anticipated. This information is
further detailed in Section II, strategy implementation work plans.
Due to the need to start the short-term strategies once Council has approved the Implementation Plan
and provided direction, more details in the work plans (Section II) have been provided for the short-term
strategies.
The implementation plan lays out a five-year timeline for start of implementation, realizing that many
strategies will continue beyond this timeframe. The implementation plan and timelines are dependent on
staffing requests as noted in the report to Council for June 10, 2013. Without additional staff,
implementation could be expected to take two to three times longer – extending the timeline for full
start of implementation by 5-10 years.

6. Public Consultation
Administration recommends that implementation of the following Strategies include consultation with the
public on a case-by-case basis or site-by-site basis. This public consultation would provide opportunities
for public outreach and consultation as per the normal public review process required for certain
developments and Zoning Bylaw amendments, and in some instances, would be in addition to the
required public review. This information is also included in Table 2 below:
Short-term Strategies:
Strategy 2: Leverage the City’s land assets to increase the supply of rental, affordable and special
needs housing, promote the diversity of housing, and support the creation of complete
neighbourhoods
Strategy 3: Foster the creation of secondary suites
Strategy 5: Develop policies to support the use of alternative development standards
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Strategy 25: Develop and promote prototypes and pilot initiatives of innovative housing forms
Medium-term Strategies:
Strategy 16: Facilitate the creation of additional apartment units through changes to the Zoning
Bylaw
Strategy 30: Support the redevelopment of brownfields, greyfields and bluefields for affordable
housing development
Strategy 33: Prepare educational materials and engage in educational outreach about the full
range of housing and related funding programs available in Regina
Long-term Strategies:
Strategy 26: Support a community outreach initiative to demonstrate the benefits and
opportunities of increased density and diversity
Pending “Further Consideration”, if Administration were to implement the following strategies, public
engagement would be included:
Strategy 4: Establish an interim innovative affordable housing rezoning policy that allows for
consideration of rezoning applications immediately in specific existing residential or mixed
use areas. (Strategy requires further consideration before implementation.)
Strategy 8: Permit density bonusing and transfer of development rights with an aim of increasing
the supply of affordable and special needs housing. (Strategy requires further
consideration before implementation.)
Strategy 15: Foster the creation of temporary rental housing and rooming houses/ single room
occupancies (Strategy has been pulled from the implementation plan until further study.)

7. Intended outcomes, Trends and Targets
The following 12 targets address the five housing goals, and ways in which these goals can be met and
progress towards goals can be measured. An annual review of Strategies using the score card will be
used to evaluate the effectiveness of programs and policies and will direct Administration to changes
needed.
1. Increase in percentage of rental units created out of total starts. Housing starts should reflect the
City’s target of 30% rental to 70% ownership as per the Comprehensive Housing Strategy –
consultant’s Evaluation of Alternatives Report (October 2012) Section 20, pp 82-83.
2. Increase the number of multi-unit buildings as percentage of total housing starts to show a trends
towards increasing multi-unit and semi-detached housing
3. Increase in vacancy (3% by 2017)
4. Evidence of reinvestment in existing housing stock
5. Fewer units reported as needing significant repair
6. Innovative housing and pilots projects
7. Better public understanding and support for housing density and diversity
8. Increase diversity of housing types throughout the City
9. Increased housing options for vulnerable population groups including Aboriginal, Homeless,
Transitional and Special Needs
10. Align housing and other incentives to create complete neighbourhoods
11. Leverage of federal and provincial programs and resources
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12. Provide educational materials to increase understanding of City’s role in housing by residents,
builders, developers, organizations and other levels of government and City’s programs and
policies
The Score Card (Table 1) on the next page includes more detail on how targets and progress toward goals
will be measured including the Strategies addressed for each target.
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TABLE 1: SCORE CARD The score card includes a balance of leading and lagging indicators to show background trends as well as future direction
such as development starts (leading) vs. vacancy rate (lagging).
Issue/Goal

Strategies

Intended Outcome

Target

Progress towards goal

1. Inadequate Supply
of Rental and
Affordable Housing

Strategies 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 7,
8, 9.

Increase in % of rental
units of total created

Increase percentage of rentals to 30% of
total building starts

Purpose-built rentals as a
percentage of housing starts
(starting 2013, year 1)

Strategies 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 7,
8, 9.

Background: Purpose built rentals for
2011 and 2012 were 18% of total starts
yet the split of rent to ownership tenure
was 32% to 68% thus more rental units in
proportion to total starts is needed

Increase # of multi-unit
buildings as percentage of
total housing starts (trend
towards multi-unit and
semi-detached)

Multi-unit buildings make up 50% or
more of all annual starts; multi-unit
includes townhouses and other attached
or semi-detached units.
Background: 58% of starts were multiunit in 2012.

Strategies 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9.

Increase in vacancy (3%
by 2017)

Increase or decrease from previous
year (starting 2013, year 1)
Rental units receiving incentives for
at or below market rent (starting
2013, year 1)
Percentage of all new units were in
multi-unit buildings including
apartments, townhouses and other
attached or semi-detached units
(starting 2013, year 1)
Large projects (over 25 units) with
more than one housing type
(starting 2014, year 2)

1.25% by end 2013

Percentage by fall 2013

1.75% by end 2014

Percentage by fall 2014

2% by end 2015

Percentage by fall 2015

2.5% by end 2016

Percentage by fall 2016

3% by end 2017

Percentage by fall 2017

Background: Vacancy rate was 1% in fall
2012. Vacancy is measured in spring and
fall annually.
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Issue/Goal

Strategies

Intended Outcome

2. Poor condition of
Existing Housing Stock

Reinvestment in existing
Strategies 10,
housing stock
11, 12, 13, 14

Target

Progress towards goal

Evidence of reinvestment in existing
housing stock through referral to and
uptake in applications to SHC rental
repair program (RRAP program)

Units receiving SHC repair funding
(starting 2014, year 2)

Market solutions such as renovation of
non-residential and heritage buildings

2. Poor condition of
Existing Housing Stock
(con’t)

Strategies 10, Increase in renovations to
11, 13, 14
existing residential
buildings

Fewer rental units
reported as needed
significant repair (current
1 in 10; Stats Canada
2006)

Increase in number of renovations yearover-year

Decrease in percentage of rental units
requiring significant repair, Stats Canada
2011

Number of conversions and
renovations of heritage properties
for housing (Downtown or
Warehouse District) (starting 2014,
year 2)
Increase in renovations of
residential buildings (single-family
and multi); ratio of renovations to
new residential starts (source:
Building Standards Branch)
(starting 2014, year 2)
Percentage of units described as
needing major repair (Stats Canada
2011)
Percentage compared to previous
Census year (Stats Canada 2006,
2011, 2016)

3. Lack of Diversity of
Housing Options,
Including Housing for
Distinct and Special
Needs Groups

Strategies 15, Innovative housing
16, 19, 20,
models
21, 25, 26

New innovative housing projects and
pilots

Number of innovative projects
receiving development permits in a
year. Innovative project is
measured by use of Alternative
Development Standards, Contract
Zoning or Direct Control District or
other standards not seen in as-ofright projects. Definition of
innovative is qualitative. (starting
2014, year 2)
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Issue/Goal

Strategies

3. Lack of Diversity of
Housing Options,
Including Housing for
Distinct and Special
Needs Groups (con’t)

Intended Outcome

Target

Progress towards goal

Strategies 23, Better public
26
understanding and
support for housing
density and diversity

Community engagement and outreach
activities to demonstrate benefits of
density and diversity

Number of community
engagement activities

Strategies 16, Diversity of housing types
17, 19, 20,
within new housing
21, 22, 24,
developments
25, 26

Increase diversity of housing types within
new housing developments; at least 50%
of new developments are a housing type
other than single-family detached (was
58% in 2012)

Percentage of new units that are a
housing type other than singlefamily detached

Strategies 19,
20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25,
26, 27, 28

Encourage and increase housing to
address vulnerable population groups
including Aboriginal, Homeless,
Transitional and Special Needs.

Number of development permits
issued annually for projects serving
vulnerable populations including
Aboriginal groups, Homeless,
Transitional and Special Needs

Housing options for
vulnerable population
groups including
Aboriginal, Homeless,
Transitional and Special
Needs.

Change in number of community
outreach events year-over-year
(starting 2014, year 2)

Change year-over-year (starting
2014, year 2)

Number of units receiving capital
incentives for affordable units
Change year-over-year (starting
2015, year 3)

4. Need to Create
Complete
Communities and
Sustainable
Neighbourhoods with
Access to Services and
Amenities

Strategies 1,
29, 30

Create complete
communities across the
City with access to
services, amenities and
public transit and mobility
options

Strengthen Official Community Plan
policies to create complete communities

OCP policy completion and oneyear evaluation of policy for
potential outcome to increase
completeness of communities (e.g.
transit service, services, agefriendly measures, etc.) (starting
2016, year 4)
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Issue/Goal

Strategies

Intended Outcome

Target

Progress towards goal

Increase or encourage mixed-use
development

Number of mixed-use projects
receiving development permits
(starting 2014, year 2)
Number of mixed-use projects with
affordable units funded through
capital incentives (starting 2014,
year 2)

5. Need to Address
Housing Issues
Immediately but with
the help of Federal
and Provincial
governments as well
as other stakeholders

Strategies 31, Bolster help of provincial
32, 33, 34,
and federal governments
35, 36
and agencies to address
housing issue in Regina

Better public
understanding of City’s
role in housing and city,
provincial and federal
programs to support

Increase in uptake in federal and
provincial housing programs

Increase in uptake in federal and
provincial housing programs from
previous year (number of
applicants and funding amounts
committed using SHC reporting)
(starting 2014, year 2)

Educational materials to increase
understanding of City’s role in housing
and other federal and provincial
resources and help landlords to access
funding sources

Creation of educational materials
and distribution plan established
(starting 2014, year 2)
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TABLE 2: HOUSING STRATEGY: TIMELINES, CONSULTATION AND IMPACTS EXPECTED
Note: Based on the current review schedule, the short-term strategies could be expected to start in the fourth quarter of 2013, medium- term
would begin in late 2014 - early 2015, and long-term in 2017.
The timelines as outlined below and in the implementation plan are dependent on additional staffing. If restricted to current staff,
implementation could be expected to take two to three times longer – extending the timeline for full start of implementation by 5-10 years.
Goal Strategy

1

1

1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1. Refine current property tax and capital incentives to
target the issue of insufficient supply of rental and
affordable housing
2. Leverage the City’s land assets to increase the supply of
rental, affordable and special needs housing, promote the
diversity of housing, and support the creation of
complete neighbourhoods
3. Foster the creation of secondary suites
5. Develop policies to support the use of alternative
development standards
6. Implement a policy and process to prioritize affordable
housing and special needs housing developments through
the planning approval process
7. Work with the Regina Regional Opportunities
Commission/regional partners to encourage major new
developments/investments to prepare a housing plan
9. Advocate to federal and provincial governments for
additional support for rental, affordable, and special
needs housing
11. Promote and assist landlords and others in accessing
existing Provincial housing repair funding
25. Develop and promote prototypes and pilot initiatives
of innovative housing forms

Quick
Start

Ongoing

Time frame (Start)
Short
(Year 1)

Medium
(1-2 Yrs)

Long
(3-5 yrs)

Consult
Public

Results
expected
2014 +


2015 +












2013-2014





2014 +
2016 +

2014-15



2015



2014 +





2014 +
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Goal Strategy
1

1

2

31. Prepare an implementation plan for the
Comprehensive Housing Strategy (CHS) and annual
reports to monitor achievements and outline annual work
plans
34. Update data in the CHS when the full 2011 Statistics
Canada Census data is released, and adjust strategies as
required
4. Establish an interim innovative affordable housing
rezoning policy that allows for consideration of rezoning
applications immediately in specific existing residential or
mixed use areas
8. Permit density bonusing and transfer of development
rights to increase the supply of affordable and special
needs housing

Quick
Start

Ongoing


Short

Medium

Long

Consult
Public



Results
expected
2013 +

2013



2

10. Monitor changes to the existing rental housing stock



Strategy
needing
further
consideration
Strategy
needing
further
consideration
2014 +

2

12. Advocate to the federal and provincial governments
for additional support for the retention and regeneration
of the existing housing stock
13. Develop a strategy for improving compliance with
safety and property maintenance standards
15. Foster the creation of temporary rental housing and
rooming houses/ single room occupancies



2015-16



2015-16

2

2
2
2

16. Facilitate the creation of additional apartment units
through changes to the Zoning Bylaw

2

17. Establish policies in the Official Community Plan that
specify housing targets by type/density, tenure, and
affordability; an intensification target; and a rental
housing vacancy rate target





Strategy
needing further
considera-tion



2015-17

Strategy
needing
further
consideration
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Goal Strategy
2
2

2

2.

2
2
2

2

2
2

2

Quick
Start

Ongoing

Short

Medium

Long

Consult
Public

19. Encourage the creation of accessible housing through
Official Community Plan policy changes
20. In the Official Community Plan permit housing for
persons with special needs, through a range of housing
types, in all residential land use designations
21. Add a policy to the Official Community Plan to consult
and work with Aboriginal groups to develop affordable
housing
22. Add a policy to the Official Community Plan to
formalize the city’s policy of discouraging down zoning to
support an increased diversity of housing options
23. Define attainable and affordable housing in the
Official Community Plan
24. Define an adequate land supply in the Official
Community Plan
27. Continue to support housing and homelessness
initiatives through the Community Investment Grants
Program and identify ways to allocate funding for
maximum community impact
28. Continue to play a lead role in the federal
government’s Homelessness Partnering Strategy by
preparing the Community Plan to Address Homelessness
30. Support the redevelopment of brownfields, greyfields
and bluefields for affordable housing development
32. Consolidate the City’s housing functions, build the
capacity of staff related to housing, and dedicate staff
time to housing facilitation
33. Prepare educational materials and engage in
educational outreach about the full range of housing and
related funding programs available in Regina

Results
expected
2015-16
Strategy
needing
further
consideration
current



current

current
current


current



2014+



2016-17



Strategy
needing
further
consideration
2015
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Goal Strategy
2

2
3

3

3

35. Play a lead facilitation role in establishing and
coordinating a housing and homelessness coalition of
community stakeholders as a way of coordinating
collaboration, engaging stakeholders, and obtaining
advice
36. Over time update long-range planning documents to
be consistent with the Comprehensive Housing Strategy
14. Explore the option of developing a Regina rental
housing repair initiative that involves a revolving fund to
provide loans for affordable rental housing repair, and
exemptions on incremental taxes due to the
repairs/improvements
26. Support a community outreach initiative to
demonstrate the benefits and opportunities of increased
density and diversity
29. Strengthen Official Community Plan policies related to
encouraging a mix of land uses, walkable
neighbourhoods, and access to public transportation

Quick
Start

Ongoing

Short

Medium

Long

Consult
Public



Impacts
expected
2014-16

on-going
Strategy
needing
further
consideration


2015-17

2015-17

Strategies removed:
Strategy 15. Foster the creation of temporary rental housing and rooming houses/ single room occupancies. Strategy has been removed from
implementation to allow time for Administration to research issues and best practices and return to Council in July with a report, research and
recommendations.
Strategy 18. Add a policy to the Official Community Plan that neighbourhood level plans identify target percentages for different housing types
and forms within the neighbourhood. Strategy has been deemed unfeasible by Administration.
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SECTION II. STRATEGY WORKPLANS
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Part 1: Short –Term Strategies
No.

Strategy

Page

1.

Refine current property tax and capital incentives to target the issue of insufficient
supply of rental and affordable housing

18

2.

Leverage the City’s land assets to increase the supply of rental, affordable and special
needs housing, promote the diversity of housing, and support the creation of complete
neighbourhoods

21

3.

Foster the creation of secondary suites

24

5.

Develop policies to support the use of alternative development standards

26

6.

Implement a policy and process to fast-track affordable housing and special needs
housing developments through the planning approval process

28

7.

Work with the Regina Regional Opportunities Commission to encourage major new
developments/investments to prepare a housing plan

30

9.

Advocate to federal and provincial governments for additional support for rental,
affordable, and special needs housing
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11.

Promote and assist landlords and others in accessing existing Provincial housing repair
funding

32

25.

Develop and promote prototypes and pilot initiatives of innovative housing forms

33

31.

Prepare an implementation plan for the Comprehensive Housing Strategy (CHS) and
annual reports to monitor achievements and outline annual work plans
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34.

Update data in the CHS when the full 2011 Statistics Canada Census data is released,
and adjust strategies as required
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Part 2: Medium-Term Strategies
No.

Strategy

Page

4.

Establish an interim innovative affordable housing rezoning policy that allows for
consideration of rezoning applications immediately in specific existing residential or
mixed use areas

37
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8.

Permit density bonusing and transfer of development rights with an aim of increasing
the supply of affordable and special needs housing

39

10.

Monitor changes to the existing rental housing stock

41

12.

Advocate to the federal and provincial governments for additional support for the
retention and regeneration of the existing housing stock

42

13.

Develop a strategy for improving compliance with safety and property maintenance
standards

43

15.

Foster the creation of temporary rental housing and rooming houses/ single room
occupancies

44

16.

Facilitate the creation of additional apartment units through changes to the Zoning
Bylaw

45

17.

Establish policies in the Official Community Plan that specify housing targets by
type/density, tenure, and affordability; an intensification target; and a rental housing
vacancy rate target

46

19.

Encourage the creation of accessible housing through Official Community Plan policy
changes

49

20.

In the Official Community Plan permit housing for persons with special needs, through
a range of housing types, in all residential land use designations

51

21.

Add a policy to the Official Community Plan to consult and work with Aboriginal groups
to develop affordable housing

53

22.

Add a policy to the Official Community Plan to formalize the city’s policy of
discouraging down zoning to support an increased diversity of housing options

54

23.

Define attainable and affordable housing in the Official Community Plan

56

24.

Define an adequate land supply in the Official Community Plan

58

27.

Continue to support housing and homelessness initiatives through the Community
Investment Grants Program and identify ways to allocate funding for maximum
community impact

59

28.

Continue to play a lead role in the federal government’s Homelessness Partnering
Strategy by preparing the Community Plan to Address Homelessness

60

30.

Support the redevelopment of brownfields, greyfields and bluefields for affordable
housing development

61

32.

Consolidate the City’s housing functions, build the capacity of staff related to housing,

63
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and dedicate staff time to housing facilitation
33.

Prepare educational materials and engage in educational outreach about the full range
of housing and related funding programs available in Regina

64

35.

Play a lead facilitation role in establishing and coordinating a housing and
homelessness coalition of community stakeholders as a way of coordinating
collaboration, engaging stakeholders, and obtaining advice

64

36.

Over time update long-range planning documents to be consistent with the
Comprehensive Housing Strategy

66

Part 3: Long-Term Strategies
No.

Strategy

Page

14.

Explore the option of developing a Regina rental housing repair initiative that involves
a revolving fund to provide loans for affordable rental housing repair, and exemptions
on incremental taxes due to the repairs/improvements

67

26.

Support a community outreach initiative to demonstrate the benefits and
opportunities of increased density and diversity

68

29.

Strengthen Official Community Plan policies related to encouraging a mix of land uses,
walkable neighbourhoods, and access to public transportation

69

LEGEND OF ACRONYMS
Neighbourhood Planning Branch (NPB)
Current Planning (CP)
Building Standards Branch (BSB)
Long Range Planning (LRP)
Regina Planning Commission (RPC)
City Council (CC)
Finance & Administration Committee (FAC)
Assessment, Tax & Real Estate (ATRE)
City Solicitor (CS)
Communications (C)
Fire & Protective Services (FPS)
Bylaw & Licensing Branch BLB)
Transit (T)
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Part 1: Short –Term Strategies
CITY OF REGINA HOUSING STRATEGY: DETAILED WORK PLAN

Strategy 1
SHORT-TERM STRATEGY
Refine current property tax and capital incentives to target the issue of insufficient supply of
rental and affordable housing

Background
The City currently has a Housing Incentives Policy that offers tax and capital incentives. Capital incentives
apply for affordable ownership and rental units; tax incentives apply for most new units in certain, existing
neighbourhoods. Strategy 1 would revise the City’s Housing Incentive Policy to better address the need for
rental and affordable units. The revisions to the current Housing Incentives Policy will come before Council
in July.
Intent of Strategy
1. Use tax and capital incentives to address housing issues and adapt to need based on current housing
context
2. Increase affordable and rental unit supply to address present (2013) need for rental and affordable
units. Administration believes that tax incentives, which were originally aimed at getting home
ownership units built in existing neighbourhoods for all income levels, have largely achieved that goal.
Administration now agrees with consultant’s recommendation that tax incentives should be used for
ownership units that meet affordability requirements, defined by the income of the purchaser, as well
as increasing the supply of market and affordable rental units.
3. Continue policy that offers alternatives for the City’s investment: tax abatement and capital grants
4. Incentivize infill in existing areas and intensification potential such an secondary suites
5. Provide programs that are stackable with provincial programs including Rental Construction Initiative
(RCI). Headstart on a Home (HSOH) the Affordable Homeownership Program (AHOP)
6. Focus on larger projects for capital incentives establishing a minimum number of units for eligibility
for private developers
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Internal stakeholder meetings and policy review sessions

Short

2. Evaluate policy outcomes to date (2009-2012)

Short

3. Revise the current Housing Incentive Policy (January 2012) to integrate
feedback from stakeholders, consultant’s recommendations and need to meet

Short
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Comprehensive Housing Strategy goal of addressing insufficient supply of
rental and affordable housing. High level changes include:
• focus tax incentives on affordable ownership, and market and below
market rental units
• encourage rental units throughout the City
• increase capital incentives to $15,000 per unit due to construction cost
increases
• provide tax incentives for secondary suites in new or existing houses
• focus on larger projects with a minimum unit number for eligibility for
private developers; no minimum for non-profits
• align policy and incentives with provincial funding programs to allow
additional funding opportunities and affordability requirements to
provide units for different income levels both rental and ownership
and to align with provincial programs started in 2011 including
Headstart on a Home (HSOH), Rental Construction Incentive (RCI) and
Affordable Homeownership Program (AHOP)
4. Revise the application process and application forms.
5. Policy revisions to Executive Committee and City Council for policy
amendment
6. Internal coordination among administrators, revisions to process and
application forms. Creation of a process manual
7. Educational materials for ease of use; update City’s website to include
revised policy, FAQ, policy and applications for download
8. Administer new policy starting November 1, 2013 to accommodate
application cycle for Tax Incentives of November 1 - October 31
9. On-going tracking and monitoring. Evaluation will include areas of
development, type of housing (form and tenure) and size of units (based on
unit size of greatest need derived from vacancy rates). Evaluate the need for a
“Made in Regina” definition for affordable homeownership rather than
provincial Maximum Income Level (MIL)
9. Review of policy every two years (spring 2015) to assess housing needs and
revise policy as necessary; a more frequent review will be made if there are
severe changes to the housing situation. Tracking and monitoring are done on
an on-going basis
10. Research and review best practices in other jurisdictions for an affordable
housing fund. Identify sources and processes for long-term funding of the
Social Development Reserve to fund affordable housing including the sale or
development of city-owned land or other means

Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short

Medium

Long

Definitions
Assisted Ownership Housing (program definition) - Assisted ownership housing is housing that is
affordable to households within Saskatchewan Housing Corporation’s Maximum Income Limit, where
affordable means spending less than 30% of the household’s income on housing. (In 2012 the Maximum
Income Limit was $66,500)
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At or below average market rent (program definition) - Rental units with rents at or below average market
rent as reported by CMHC
Branches involved - NPB, ATRE, BSB, CS
Evaluation - TRACKING AND MONITORING: SCORE CARD STRATEGY 1
Intended Outcome

Indicators and Targets

1. Increase number of rental units
receiving tax incentives

Increase number of rental units receiving
tax incentives by 10%

2. Incentivize and monitor number
of secondary suites built

Track creation of secondary suites. These
are currently not included in vacancy
rates.

3. Increase number of affordable
units (ownership and rental) created
using capital incentives (compared
to 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012)

Increase number of affordable units
created using capital incentives (since
2009)

4. Increase the number of rentals as
a higher % of tax and capital
incentives compared to 2009-2011

Rentals make up a higher % of tax and
capital incentives compared to 2009-2011

5. Create educational materials
about the City's housing incentives
for property owners, developers,
land owners and non-profit housing
providers

Create educational materials about the
City's housing incentives for property
owners, developers, land owners and
non-profit housing providers; survey
users to see if materials and
communications have helped with
understanding and uptake
Move in a positive direction towards
increasing the vacancy rate to 3% by 2017
Areas of rental and affordable unit
creation (map)
a) Efficient and understandable
monitoring and reporting process
(internal) where no formal monitoring
has previously existed. Monitoring will
build off of the report completed in
December 2012: City Contributions to
Housing.
B) Create a process manual for more
efficient administrative process (internal)

7. Increase in vacancy rate
8. Affordable and rental units
created throughout the City
9. Ease of administration

Progress towards goal
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CITY OF REGINA HOUSING STRATEGY: DETAILED WORK PLAN

Strategy 2
SHORT to MEDIUM TERM STRATEGY
Strategy will include public consultation or outreach

Leverage the City’s land assets to increase the supply of rental, affordable and special needs
housing, promote the diversity of housing, and support the creation of complete
neighbourhoods

Background
The City owns land throughout the City and could use the sale and development of these properties
towards the goal of increasing affordable and rental housing by specifying the type of development as a
requirement of sale, or using revenue from sales to fund an affordable housing fund.
Intent of Strategy
1. Increase supply of land for rental and affordable housing
2. Use the City’s land assets to increase supply of rental and affordable housing, and diversity of housing
types
3. Support creation of complete neighbourhoods and/or diverse housing types through RFP
requirements on City-owned lands or alternative development standards (when appropriate)
Steps to Implementation
1. Analysis of city-owned lands for possible RFP issued sale with Council
direction
2. RFP for City-owned sites. RFP will outline the specifics of sale and
development with emphasis on affordable housing
3. Plan for development of Southeast lands will put a time frame for
proceeds from development and replenishment of SDR funds owed
from development of Windsor Park IV
4. Discuss viability of restrictive covenants with City Solicitor to support
long-term affordability; determine legality and administrative
commitment of agreements
5. Conduct an analysis of use of and appropriateness of Alternative
Development Standards as per Strategy 5. Information learned for
analysis will be the basis of whether or not to apply alternative
development standards in the development of the Southeast lands, CP
lands and other City-owned properties
6. Consider implementing a Direct Control District (DCD), Contract Zone
(CZ) or Alternative Development Standards to ensure alternate
development strategies on City-owned properties meet standards set

Time Frame
Short
Short
Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium
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out by City for innovative housing forms and complete
neighbourhoods
7. Use sale or development of lands as a partial funding source for the
Social Development Reserve for capital incentives for affordable units
8. Evaluate capacity of City to acquire abandoned properties for
affordable housing development

Long
Long

Definitions
Alternative Development Standards (ADS) - Development standards put in place by a municipality to guide
planning, design and construction of development – either in an area/neighbourhood, or on a specific
subdivision, parcel or property. They can be used to determine the size of lots, parking requirements,
location of buildings or utilities as well as development and building standards.
ADS allow a City to create unique or specific guidelines above and beyond Zoning codes to more creatively
or proactively shape future development. They can also be used to establish density targets or housing
diversity thus supporting the development of affordable housing. Alternative Development Standards can
also be used for pilot projects to test new development criteria. See Strategy 25.
Direct Control District – As defined in the Zoning Bylaw 9250, the purpose of the DCD - Direct Control
District is to identify areas of the City where sensitive control of the use, development, and location of
buildings is necessary in order to establish, preserve or enhance:
(a) a unique character;
(b) a special environmental concern; or
(c) a special historic, cultural, archaeological, natural, scientific or aesthetic
site identified in any municipal, provincial or federal legislation.
Contract Zone - As defined in the Zoning Bylaw 9250, this zone is intended to permit a unique
development opportunity and/or the development of parcels of land and/or buildings which, because of
their shape, size, unique characteristics or some other unusual condition, may require special
consideration to achieve the desired results consistent with the applicable land use category or the
general intent of the zones in which they are situated.
Branches involved
NPB, LRP, CP, ATRE, CS, T
Discussion
Revenue from the future development of the Southeast lands will be used to replenish the SDR Fund in
the amount of $7.4 million to honour a former agreement with the Province that the development of the
final phase of the Windsor Park development, Windsor Park IV, would be used to fund housing. The profit
on the development of Windsor Park IV, in the amount of $7.4 million, was used towards the purchase of
the Southeast lands with the understanding that the city will over time apply this funding to housing
programs through the SDR.
Once development of the Southeast lands occurs, the development can provide a source of funds for the
SDR including the $7.4 million that is committed to the SDR from Windsor Park IV agreement that was
used for the purchase of the southeast lands.
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In the interim (until the land is developed), funds from the General Fund Reserve will be transferred to the
SDR as needed.
Going forward, Administration will establish a long-term plan for replenishing the SDR funds from land
sales and development above and beyond the Southeast lands to ensure a long term sustainable source of
funding for the SDR. Administration will also review and consider the practice of other municipalities in
funding an affordable housing fund.
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Strategy 3
SHORT-TERM STRATEGY
Strategy will include public consultation or outreach

Foster the creation of secondary suites

Background
As per the Zoning Bylaw, the City currently allows secondary suites in most residential zones, provided the
suite is not more than 40% of the total building (house) area and is located in or attached to the existing
home. This most often results in basement suites. Strategy 3 encourages the City to consider other types of
secondary suites, such as suites over garages. This would be done on a case-by-case basis to examine the
advantages and challenges of doing so. In the long-term, a Zoning Bylaw amendment would be necessary
to allow new types of secondary suites as a permitted use.
Intent of Strategy Implementation:
1. Provide quick and cost effective way to increase housing stock
2. Provide rental units that by nature of construction and size are less expansive than other purposebuilt rental units
3. Provide a program that can be stacked with provincial programs to offer additional incentives and
funds for creation of secondary suites
4. Expand potential for more secondary suites throughout the city
5. Laneway and detached units would take advantage of existing services in neighbourhoods while not
significantly altering the character of a neighbourhood
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Consider incentives for secondary suites with revision of Housing
Incentives Policy for 2013-14
2. Monitor number of secondary suites created and evaluate effectiveness of
incentives
3. Test and evaluate success of pilot project for laneway housing (Greens on
Gardiner – spring/summer 2013)
4. Work with development community to initiate laneway suite pilot project
in other (existing) neighbourhood(s)
5. Evaluate pilot projects to develop criteria for laneway housing such as
maximum floor area or height for compatibility with existing
neighbourhoods
6. If evaluation of pilot project is positive, consider Zoning By law change to
allow more diversity of secondary suites to include detached structure for
laneway housing or accessory suite

Short
Short
Short
Medium
Medium

Medium
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Definitions
Accessory suite – Self-contained residential units with kitchen and bathroom facilities within other
(accessory) buildings on a property such as laneway suites or suites over a garage.
Secondary suite – As per the Zoning Bylaw No. 9250, a secondary suite is a subordinate, self-contained
dwelling unit within a detached dwelling.
Laneway housing - is a form of housing where dwelling units are built on pre-existing lots, usually in the
backyard and opening onto the back lane, but detached from the existing main house on the same lot.

Branches involved
NPB, CP, RPC, CC, BSB
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Strategy 5
SHORT to MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Strategy will include public consultation or outreach
Develop policies to support the use of alternative development standards

Background:
Alternative Development Standards are put in place by a municipality to guide planning, design and
development – either in an area/neighbourhood, or on a specific subdivision, parcel or property. Use of
Alternative Development Standards in Strategy 5 would allow the City to encourage innovative affordable
housing development designs.
Intent of Strategy
1. Provide flexibility and alternatives for design of affordable housing
2. Create flexibility to encourage more efficient standards than possible with current zoning and
conventional development requirements
3. Encourage development of a variety of housing types and mixed-use communities
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Ensure the Official Community Plan (OCP) includes provisions for
Alternative Development Standards
2. Define Alternative Development Standards with case examples and
evaluate appropriate use in City of Regina
3. Evaluate use of Alternative Development Standards and test on a pilot
project
4. Work with Current Planning on more broad-based Alternative
Development Standards and/or develop a score card for developments to
apply on a case-by-case basis
5. If deemed appropriate, consider Zoning Bylaw review or amendment with
Current Planning (CP) and in line with review of the Zoning Bylaw for more
broad use of Alternative Development Standards

Short
Medium
Medium
Medium

Medium

Definitions
Alternative Development Standards (ADS) - Development standards put in place by a municipality to guide
planning, design and construction of development – either in an area/neighbourhood, or on a specific
subdivision, parcel or property. They can be used to determine the size of lots, parking requirements,
location of buildings or utilities as well as development and building standards. Alternative development
standards could also address issues of energy efficiency, passive solar design or greywater systems to
encourage sustainable development standards.
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ADS allow a City to create unique or specific guidelines above and beyond Zoning Bylaw to more creatively
or proactively shape future development. They can also be used to establish density targets or housing
diversity thus supporting the development of affordable housing. Alternative Development Standards can
also be used for pilot projects to test new development criteria. See Strategy 25.
Branches involved
NPB, CP, BSB, RPC, CC
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CITY OF REGINA HOUSING STRATEGY: DETAILED WORK PLAN

Strategy 6
SHORT to MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Implement a policy and process to prioritize affordable housing and special needs housing
developments through the planning approval process

Background
Administration has amended this strategy from “fast-tracking” of applications to prioritization to note that
the application review process will not be shortened or removed. The strategy would establish a means of
prioritizing applications for affordable housing developments and streamlining inter-departmental review
and approvals for tax and capital housing incentive allocations where relevant. A prioritization system
would also track the effects of affordable housing strategies and programs for evaluation and
adjustments.
Intent of Strategy Implementation
1. Identify affordable projects so that all involved divisions are acting efficiently to provide permits,
incentives and completion documents. Prioritization does not mean skipping any required steps in the
planning process including public review.
2. Facilitate getting units approved and on the ground more quickly
3. Evaluate performance-based planning or a score card to establish standards for affordable housing
projects
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Ensure the OCP process facilitates the prioritization of affordable housing
developments
2. Ensure that Current Planning (CP) and Building Standards Branch (BSB)
have capacity and processes in place for prioritization of applications

Short

3. Establish method for prioritization involving CP, Neighbourhood Planning
(NBP) and BSB
4. Adjust the process as necessary to increase communication and efficiency

Short

5. Test and monitor after year 1 of application; revise process as necessary

Medium

6. Once prioritization has been in place for one full year, explore
Performance-Based Planning or a Development Score Card for affordable
housing developments

Medium

Short

Medium

Definitions
Performance-Based Planning - Performance-based planning identifies and prioritizes development
policies, projects, and strategies based on the ability to meet goals and objectives.
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Development Score Card – A list of priorities and goals used to evaluate a development based on its ability
to achieve desired outcomes or meet goals in terms of housing need, affordability and sustainability.

Branches involved
NPB, CP, BSB
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Strategy 7
SHORT to MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Work with the Regina Regional Opportunities Commission (RROC) to encourage major new
developments/investments to prepare a housing plan

Background
Economic activities are bringing temporary workers and immigrants to the area but there is a lack of
housing to accommodate new workers. Strategy 7 would establish a way of working with RROC and other
regional partners to identify new employers and their workers’ housing needs and to create a housing plan
that would not further deplete the existing housing stock or remove long-term rental units from the
market.
Intent of Strategy
1. Evaluate and address the housing needs of businesses or new investments
2. Track the effect of housing needs of short and long-term workers and identify potential solutions for
temporary workers’ housing
3. Create a platform for discussion regarding provisions for affordable workforce housing
4. Establish partnerships with investor or employer to provide housing
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Work with regional partners like RROC, the RM of Sherwood, The
White Butte Regional Development Group, and the Regina-Moose Jaw
Industrial Corridor group to develop consistent policies and processes
throughout the region
2. Work with the province to align research and programs with housing
plans developed through the Encouraging Community Housing Options
Program’s Housing Planning Component
3. Identify and establish relations with new developments or businesses
early in the development process
4. Evaluate need for workforce housing or permanent housing for
employees
5. Create partnerships to meet workforce housing need

Short

6. Collaborate with other municipalities on a regional scale

Medium

Short - Medium

Short - Medium
Medium
Medium

Definitions
Workforce housing – housing that is targeted to essential workers in a community whose housing needs
might not otherwise be met by existing market housing options
Branches involved - NPB, CP, BSB, Legal, RROC, Rural Municipalities, regional Industrial Corridor Group
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Strategy 9
SHORT-TERM STRATEGY
Advocate to federal and provincial governments for additional support for rental, affordable,
and special needs housing

Background
The City can advocate, in collaboration with community and housing organizations, to ensure that
affordable housing and special needs housing are recognized and addressed at the provincial and federal
levels.
Intent of Strategy
1. Work with and encourage senior levels of government to support the creation of rental and affordable
housing
2. Raise awareness of the need for affordable and special needs housing so that appropriate resources
are made available
3. Support the creation of new affordable and special needs housing identified as a specific need in the
goals of the Housing Strategy
4. Add voice to conversation to encourage public and private investment
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Initiate meetings with the federal and provincial governments to identify
financial and other resources to address affordable housing and special
needs housing. Conversations initiated at the Mayor’s Summit (May 2013)
2. Consult with non-profits and other organizations to identify the types of
affordable and special needs housing required in Regina to meet the needs
of those in need including vulnerable populations and newcomers
(Outcome: Needs assessment)
3. Identify ways for the federal, provincial and municipal governments to pool
their resources to increase affordable housing options
4. Establish approaches to effectively advocate for changes to provincial and
federal funding.

Short

Short

Short
Short

Definitions
Special Needs Housing – A housing unit that is occupied by or is made available for occupancy by a
household having one or more individuals who require accessibility modifications or some form of social
as well as financial support in order to live independently.
Branches involved - NPB
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Strategy 11
SHORT to MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Promote and assist landlords and others in accessing existing Provincial housing repair funding

Background
The provincial government has rental repair programs that City of Regina landlords and property owners
can tap into. The City can provide information on these programs and contacts for the province.

Intent of Strategy
1. Identify financial sources to keep and maintain existing building stock
2. Preserve existing building stock wherever possible and recognize as a valuable resource
3. Address the needs for affordable housing to vulnerable populations often provided in existing, but
substandard housing stock to maintain the most affordable stock for those most in need
4. Identify program funding where City funding options do not apply
5. Ensure preservation of Heritage Buildings.
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Develop educational materials and engage in outreach available for repairs
through the Province through the revised Rental, Homeowner, and
Emergency Repair Programs (in coordination with Strategy 33)
2. Help facilitate access to provincial repair funding

Short

3. Work with heritage conservation staff to preserve heritage buildings

Short-Medium

4. Enhance existing dialogue between Regina Landlord Association (RLA) and
City of Regina to ensure awareness on all governmental repair programs

Medium

Short

Definitions
None for this Strategy.
Branches involved
NPB, CP, C, CS
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Strategy 25
SHORT to MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Strategy will include public consultation or outreach

Develop and promote prototypes and pilot initiatives of innovative housing forms

Background
The City can work with the development community to develop prototypes and pilot projects. This allows
the City to assess and re-evaluate initiatives before rolling them out on a broader, city-wide scale. It also
allows people to see and comment on a new idea when it can be viewed as an actual project and within its
surrounding land uses.
Intent of Strategy
1. Promote innovation but through a controlled and regulated process
2. Encourage partnerships between development community in the City to identify unique and
innovative solutions and housing types
3. Test innovative projects and developments for wider applicability before initiating regulatory changes
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Mayor’s Housing Summit (May 13 and 14) provided a forum to learn about
innovative housing solutions nationally and internationally and establish
partnerships and contacts for test case examples
2. Establish an internal working group to discuss and propose innovative
housing forms and their applicability in the City of Regina including alternative
tenure models such as cooperative housing

Short

3. Encourage or incentivize the development community to propose innovative
projects and work with Planning Department and other relevant branches and
departments on regulatory challenges and flexibility of standards for
innovative but safe pilot projects

Medium

4. Include public consultation in neighbourhoods where pilot projects are
proposed

Medium

5. Initiate regulatory changes where necessary to implement pilot project on a
larger scale, where relevant

Medium

Short

Definitions
Cooperative housing – a type of housing tenure whereby housing is owned and maintained by a legal
entity, usually a member-based corporation and consists of one or more residential buildings.
Membership is granted by way of a share purchase in the cooperative. Each shareholder in the legal entity
is granted the right to occupy one housing unit.
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Innovative projects – defined by, but not limited to, use of Alternative Development Standards, Contract
Zoning or Direct Control District to allow an innovative solution, or a project dissimilar to as-of-right
development projects. Definition of innovative is qualitative.

Branches involved
NPB, CP, BSB
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Strategy 31
SHORT-TERM STRATEGY
Prepare an implementation plan for the Comprehensive Housing Strategy and annual
reports to monitor achievements and outline annual work plans

Background
The City has prepared an implementation plan and annual work plans to outline in further detail when and
how each strategy will be worked on, and using the categories of immediate, short, medium and long-term
to prioritize each strategy.
Intent of Strategy
1. Monitoring techniques to test outcomes and revise as necessary
2. Overall research on housing trends and issues to see areas where goals are met and where attention
can be shifted to other strategies.

Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. This document serves as the implementation plan. More detailed work
plans for each strategy with deliverables, staff assignments will be
developed for each strategy once Council approval received for
Implementation Plan
2. Use Score Card (included in Implementation Plan) established for the
Housing Strategy to perform detailed analysis of strategies from Year 1 to
evaluate progress towards goals
3. If required, policies and programs to be adjusted to meet Housing Strategy
goals

Short

Short

Short
On-going

Definitions
None for this Strategy.
Branches involved
NPB
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Strategy 34
SHORT-TERM STRATEGY
Update data in the Comprehensive Housing Strategy when the full 2011 Statistics Canada
Census data is released, and adjust strategies as required

Background
The full 2011 Census data is anticipated in September 2013. This data will reveal some different trends
since 2006. This new data should be used to update and adjust the strategies as required.
Intent of Strategy
1. Collect and provide updated information to assess Strategies with information from 2011 census that
might suggest new trends in the housing market
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Update Comprehensive Housing Strategy background documents when
2011 Census Data is released in late 2013

Short

2. Evaluate programs and policies with new information and trends in
housing available

Short

3. In collaboration with Strategy 31, continue to monitor and evaluate data
and trends to assess and revise strategies and programs

Short - Medium
Ongoing

Definitions
None for this Strategy.
Branches involved
NPB, LRP
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Strategy 4
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Administration deems this strategy needing more consideration before implementation.
Strategy will include public consultation or outreach

Establish an interim innovative affordable housing rezoning policy that allows for consideration
of rezoning applications in specific existing residential or mixed use areas

Background
In order to accommodate affordable housing, especially multi-unit buildings, Strategy 4 would facilitate
rezoning of sites, where necessary, to accommodate affordable housing projects that the Administration
deems appropriate to an area.
Intent of Strategy
1. Increase areas and sites for development of affordable housing
2. Identify and facilitate affordable housing on sites that might not otherwise be desirable or where
current zoning or use is obsolete
3. Expedite the re-zoning process (if appropriate and possible) to achieve goal of additional affordable
housing
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Work closely with Real Estate Division to identify city-owned properties
(residential and institutional) that are developable for residential purposes.
See also Strategy 2
2. Work closely with Current Planning (CP) and in consultation with Council
and the community to consider the rezoning of properties to achieve
desired outcomes
3. If rezone deemed appropriate, work closely with Current Planning (CP) to
identify proposals for appropriate rezoning to residential or mixed uses,
and develop a prioritization method similar to process applied for
affordable housing applications, if possible and appropriate. See also
Strategy 6

Medium

More consideration
before implementation
More consideration
before implementation

Definitions
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Contract Zone (CZ) - As defined in the Zoning Bylaw 9250, this zone is intended to permit a unique
development opportunity and/or the development of parcels of land and/or buildings which, because of
their shape, size, unique characteristics or some other unusual condition, may require special
consideration to achieve the desired results consistent with the applicable land use category or the
general intent of the zones in which they are situated.
Alternative Development Standards (ADS) - Development standards put in place by a municipality to guide
planning, design and construction of development – either in an area/neighbourhood, or on a specific
subdivision, parcel or property. They can be used to determine the size of lots, parking requirements,
location of buildings or utilities as well as development and building standards.
ADS allow a City to create unique or specific guidelines above and beyond Zoning codes to more creatively
or proactively shape future development. They can also be used to establish density targets or housing
diversity thus supporting the development of affordable housing. Alternative Development Standards can
also be used for pilot projects to test new development criteria. See Strategy 25.
Branches involved
NPB, CP, ATR
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Strategy 8
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Administration deems this strategy needing more consideration before implementation.
Strategy will include public consultation or outreach

Permit density bonusing and transfer of development rights with an aim of increasing the
supply of affordable and special needs housing

Background
Both density bonusing and transfer of development rights provide alternatives for developers to provide
affordable or special needs housing by creating an incentive for doing so, either by allowing for additional
density on a lot, or transferring density from a nearby lot where an existing building is not built to the full
allowable density. Currently, there is not a provision for Transfer of Development Rights in the Planning
and Development Act. The timing of this evaluation would coincide with a thorough review of the Zoning
Bylaw anticipated for the City.
Intent of Strategy
1. For Density Bonusing, allow for more floor area or additional density than zoned on site to incentivize
affordable housing or other benefit to the community
2. For Transfer of Development Rights, allow for additional density in an area while maintaining the
character and low-density of existing properties
3. Increase supply of affordable housing through new planning tools
4. Increase densities where desired for intensification such as downtown
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Complete a review of current bonusing and incentives and evaluate density
bonusing (DB) and transfer of development rights (TDR) for the City of
Regina
2. Add Density Bonusing policy to the OCP if found appropriate for Regina or
certain neighbourhoods
3. If found to be appropriate, work with Province to include provision for
Transfer of Development Rights in the Planning and Development Act
4. Once reconciled with Planning and Development Act, add provisions for
TDR to OCP for Regina or certain neighbourhoods
5. Prepare guidelines for DB and TDR with feedback and involvement of
Current Planning staff
6. Provide training for Current Planning and Neighbourhood Planning Branch
staff for these policies including skills in negotiation
7. Change to Zoning Bylaw to allow DB or TDR beyond neighbourhoods where
currently permitted such as downtown and consider special needs housing

Medium

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
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as a bonusable amenity.
Definitions
Density bonusing allows developers to add more floor area or additional density not permitted by zoning
in exchange for advantages such as affordable housing (e.g. if affordable housing is built, extra floor area
may be possible). This will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
Planning and Development Act, 2007 - the provincial Act that establishes Planning and Development for
municipalities. The current Planning and Development Act was last updated 2 July 2012.
Transfer of development rights allows a developer to buy the development rights of an existing,
neighbouring property (e.g. a single-storey building on a lot that would allow for higher density were it to
be rebuilt). This allows for addition residential density on some lots but retains the community character
and existing building stock of neighbourhoods – and also balances out a neighbourhood so that is it not all
high density buildings. As with density bonusing this tool would be considered on a case-by-case basis.
Inclusionary housing requirements (mandated affordable housing) will not be considered.
Branches involved
NPB, CP, RPC, CC
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Strategy 10
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Monitor changes to the existing rental housing stock

Background
Develop annual reporting on changes to the purpose-built rental housing stock, including conversions to
condominiums, conversions of non-residential buildings to residential units, as well as demolitions.
Intent of Strategy
1. Monitor and address inadequate supply of rental and affordable housing to adjust policies accordingly
2. Monitor and address condition of existing housing stock
3. Balance the need for affordable, safe housing with the lack of available options to many low-income
residents
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Track and report on changes to housing stock

Short-Medium

2. Develop monitoring system including rental starts, rental conversions to
condominiums and demolitions
3. Track vacancy rate to anticipate condominium conversion potential as
vacancy increases and adjust housing policies accordingly

Medium
Medium

Definitions
None for this Strategy.

Branches involved
NPB, LRP, CP, BSB, ATRE
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Strategy 12
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Advocate to the federal and provincial governments for additional support for the retention
and regeneration of the existing housing stock

Background
The City can advocate, in collaboration with community and housing organizations, to preserve and renew
existing rental and affordable housing, and changes to tenant and landlord legislation in the area of
recourse for damages.

Intent of Strategy
1. Identify and cultivate partnerships to expand funding for existing housing stock
2. Expand funding for home repair programs that are currently not sufficient for retention and
regeneration of existing housing stock.
3. Preserve and protect, where possible, Heritage properties and encourage reuse of non-residential
properties for residential conversion where possible.
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Identify community organizations, landlords, investors, and sector
organizations as partners in collaborative advocacy to the provincial
and federal governments for a strategy
2. Create communication matrix for strengthening funding streams

Medium

3. Address additional funding to preserve and renew existing housing
stock
4. Ensure incentives and financial support for the conservation of
Heritage properties are maintained and expanded

Medium

Medium

Medium

Definitions
None for this Strategy.

Branches involved
NPB, CP, C
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Strategy 13
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Develop a strategy for improving compliance with safety and property maintenance standards

Background
Strategy 13 includes expanding efforts to encourage voluntary compliance; investigating the potential to
audit and enforce maintenance of rental properties; support for a community outreach and education
effort to help tenants and landlords learn their rights and responsibilities; and advocate for additional
authority to inspect and enforce standards. Many of these issues will be detailed in the evaluation and
recommendations for Strategy 15.
Intent of Strategy
1.
2.
3.
4.

Meet minimum conditions of safety
Understand appropriateness of complaints regarding landlord compliance
Create partnership to encourage voluntary compliance
Increase community outreach to help tenants and landlords understand rights and responsibilities.

Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Strengthen collaborative team to enforce property maintenance standards
including Bylaw Enforcement, Fire, the Office of Residential Tenancies
(Rentalsman), Regina Landlord Association, Housing Standards Enforcement
Team, residential property management companies and others
2. Expand efforts to work in partnership with the community to proactively initiate
voluntary compliance
3. Work with the province to communicate the availability of a new web portal to
receive applications to resolve disputes between landlords and tenants
4. Consider a strategy to audit and enforce maintenance of rental properties in
greatest need
5. Support a community outreach and education effort to help tenants and
landlords learn about their rights and responsibilities
6. Work with Housing Standards Enforcement Team and consider the need for
additional authority to enforce standards
7. Consider changes to tenant/landlord legislation in the area of recourse for
damages

Medium

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Definitions
None for this Strategy.
Branches involved - NPB, BSB, CP, FPS, BLB, C
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Strategy 15
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Strategy has been removed until research, best practices and recommendations are
brought to Council.

Foster the creation of temporary rental housing and rooming houses/ single room occupancies
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Strategy 16
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Strategy will include public consultation or outreach

Facilitate the creation of additional apartment units through changes to the Zoning Bylaw

Background
A study of land uses throughout the City and specifically in areas where intensification is possible, would
identify the most appropriate areas for multi-unit and apartment units. The zoning of properties could then
be amended in areas identified as appropriate for multi-unit and apartment buildings to reduce the
number of site-by-site, or “spot” rezonings. The Official Community Plan will define areas for growth and
infill to provide a basis for study and analysis including information on servicing needs and costs.
Intent of Strategy
1. Expand areas for intensification
2. Simplify process for development community and ensure intensification is possible with zoned
permitted uses
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

Identify areas for intensification through the Official Community Plan

Short

Undertake a study to identify other appropriate areas for apartment units and
appropriate criteria for higher density uses such as apartments to be permitted
uses. The OCP growth plan will provide a basis for data and analysis
Work with Current Planning to revise the Zoning Bylaw accordingly to expand
the areas where apartments could be permitted uses
Allow for rezoning of certain properties to permit higher density uses where
appropriate

Medium

Medium
Medium

Definitions
None for this Strategy.
Branches involved
NPB, CP, RPC, CC
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Strategy 17
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Administration deems this strategy needing more consideration before implementation.

Establish policies in the Official Community Plan that specify housing targets by type/density,
tenure, and affordability; an intensification target; and a rental housing vacancy rate target

Background
Establishing density targets (number of units per unit of land) in the OCP will help guide housing
development in new and existing neighbourhoods.
Establishing targets for the percentage of new housing units to be detached or multi-unit, and the
percentage that should be rental and should be affordable would help the City target the type of housing
to meet the needs of residents. Likewise, establishing an intensification target in the Official Community
Plan for the percentage of new units in built-up areas would help communicate where the City would like
to see new development. A target vacancy rate of 3% is considered a healthy vacancy rate. Progress
towards this goal will be tracked each year and strategies adjusted accordingly.
Intent of Strategy
1. Help ensure that a diverse supply of housing stock is created to meet the needs of residents along the
housing continuum.
2. Establish housing targets to communicate to stakeholders and developers the mix of housing that the
municipality would like to see developed.
3. Establish targets for development in new versus existing neighbourhoods to communicate to
stakeholders and developers where the municipality would like to see development happen.
4. Establish targets by tenure to help achieve goal of increased rental units and to increase vacancy rate
5. Establish targets as a benchmark for measuring progress towards housing strategy goals

Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Ensure a process in the Official Community Plan (OCP) for considering citywide density targets
2. Through OCP consider establishing a target for development in new versus
existing neighbourhoods (infill) and tailor housing incentives to this goal

Medium

3. Through the OCP consider establishing a vacancy rate target

Medium

4. Consider amendment to the City’s Condo Conversion Policy to ensure
availability of rental units in the long-term

Medium

5. Through the Official Community Plan (OCP) consider establishing a target for
ownership versus rental housing and tailor housing incentives to this goal

More consideration
before implementation

Medium
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6. Through the Official Community Plan (OCP) consider establishing a city-wide
target for multi-family versus single-family housing and tailor housing
incentives to this goal

More consideration
before implementation

7. Through the Official Community Plan (OCP) consider establishing a target for
affordable units and tailor housing incentives to this goal*

More consideration
before implementation

8. Establish a city-wide vacancy rate for rental housing and tailor housing
incentives to this goal

More consideration
before implementation

* The City will not consider Inclusionary Zoning.

Definitions
Density (or Housing Density) – The number of housing units per unit of land.
Density Targets – A target number of units per land (e.g. X units per hectare)
Housing Type – definition of the physical form of the housing such as multi-unit (several units to a
building) versus single-family (single household unit).
Housing Tenure – Tenure refers to the arrangement under which a household occupies a housing unit
referring either to ownership or rental of all or part of the housing unit.
Inclusionary Zoning – a housing policy requiring that a certain percentage of units be affordable housing
for low-income families as a precondition of development.

Branches involved
NPB, CP, LRP
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Strategy 18
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Administration deems this strategy unfeasible.

Add a policy to the Official Community Plan that neighbourhood level plans identify target
percentages for different housing types and forms within the neighbourhood

Background
Administration does not recommend assigning targets by type and form at the neighbourhood level
because this creates challenges in prescribing densities and housing type. With the variety of parcel types
and permitted zoning, it would be difficult to create these targets without a thorough analysis of all
potential sites, neighbourhoods, zoning requirements and current housing tenure and form. The Official
Community Plan and Strategy 17 will provide guidance with city-wide density targets to guide
development and the best use of city infrastructure and existing services including mixed-use development,
but allows for flexibility at a city-wide scale.
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Strategy 19
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Encourage the creation of accessible housing through Official Community Plan policy changes

Background
Barrier-free housing refers to housing built to eliminate physical barriers to use or visitation, so that it is
accessible to anyone regardless of age or physical ability, and without a need for adaptation. The Official
Community Plan should consider a policy to require that a portion of new multi-unit and single-unit
developments be barrier-free. The province has established requirements for barrier-free units for multiunit rental buildings and consideration could be given to extending this to ownership and low-density
developments.

Intent of Strategy
1. Support and encourage accessible housing
2. Create clear and predictable criteria for accessible housing to encourage adaptation by development
community
3. Link accessible housing to goals of the Official Community Plan
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Follow the provincial requirements for barrier-free units in multi-unit rental
buildings as per The Uniform Building and Accessibility Standards Regulations
and the National Building Code and consider expanding to ownership multiunit buildings requiring a percentage of barrier-free units
2. Address need for barrier-free residential developments during the Official
Community Plan (OCP) process
3. Add a policy to the OCP to encourage a percentage of units in multi-unit
ownership (condominium) residential developments to be barrier free
4. Add a policy to the Official Community Plan to encourage a percentage of
single residential developments to be barrier free
5. Add a policy to the Official Community Plan to encourage age-friendly or
universal design provisions for residential developments
6. Coordinate with Current Planning, Long-Range Planning and Neighbourhood
Planning on all proposed requirements.

Short

Short
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Definitions
Age-Friendly Communities – residential and mixed-use development guided by policies, services and
structures in the physical and social environment designed to the meet the abilities and needs of seniors
to live safely, enjoy good health and stay involved.
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Barrier-free housing - housing built to eliminate physical barriers to use or visitation, so that it is accessible
to anyone regardless of age or physical ability, and without a need for adaptation
Universal design – design standards meant to create buildings and environments that are inherently
accessible to people throughout the spectrum of age and physical ability.
Branches involved
NPB, CP, NPB, BSB, LRP
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Strategy 20
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Administration deems this strategy needing more consideration before implementation.

In the Official Community Plan permit housing for persons with special needs, through a range
of housing types, in all residential land use designations

Background
There is currently a separation distance related to special needs housing in the Regina Development Plan,
and a regulation in the Zoning Bylaw to limit the number of group care facilities within a certain area.
Many municipalities use minimum separation distances as a way to control the “over concentration” of
some types of housing within an area. A new policy in the Official Community Plan could remove this
barrier and support special needs housing by enabling its development through a diversity of housing types
and land use designations (zoning) that allow for housing diversity.
Intent of Strategy
1. Allow the development of special needs housing that is potentially limited by required separation
distances or by a limit on number of group care facilities in a certain area.
2. Facilitate a diversity of housing types throughout the City, including housing for persons with special
needs.
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Internal consultation with appropriate departments (Current Planning,
Neighbourhood Planning, Building Standards Branch) and consider
removing the separation distance requirements for special needs housing
from the Official Community Plan and to review of implications of doing so
2. If consideration of changes necessary, draft changes to the Official
Community Plan

Medium

3. Create Zoning Bylaw amendment; report for review by Regina Planning
Commission and subject to approval by City Council

Medium

4. Work with collaborative partners to support special needs housing
throughout the city

Medium

Medium

Definitions
Regina Development Plan (RDP) - A framework for land use and development decisions containing general
development policies, implementation and detailed plans for active uses of change. The Regina
Development Plan was last updated in September 2012. The Official Community Plan due for completion
in 2013 will take the place of the Regina Development Plan.
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Official Community Plan (OCP) - Under provincial legislation, every community in Saskatchewan must have
its own official community plan. This long-range plan maps out how the community will grow physically;
how it will accommodate population growth; how it will manage issues such as the provision of city
services and environmental impact; and even how it can enhance its social and cultural development.
An official community plan guides the policies, projects and programs the City of Regina develops on an
ongoing basis. The Official Community Plan is due for completion in 2013.
Branches involved
NPB, CP, BSB, RPC, CC
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Strategy 21
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Add a policy to the Official Community Plan to consult and work with Aboriginal groups and
non-profit organizations to develop affordable housing

Background
Poverty is an issue faced by a disproportionally high percentage of Aboriginal people. As a result Aboriginal
people are experiencing unique affordability challenges and should be one of several groups that the City
works with to address affordable and social housing needs in partnership with others organizations and
governments.
Intent of Strategy
1. Raise awareness of the unique challenges and needs faced by Aboriginal people
2. Acknowledge that Regina has strong and long-standing Aboriginal organizations delivering housing
programs to Aboriginal people and they need to be involved
3. Coordinate efforts with the federal and provincial governments
Steps to Implementation (See Table S21-1 on next page)
1. Consult and partner with Aboriginal organizations delivering housing to
Aboriginal people to identify the unique housing needs of Aboriginal
people
2. Initiate meetings with federal and provincial departments involved with
Aboriginal with housing issues to identify solutions

Time Frame
current
Medium

3. Consult with the Urban Aboriginal Strategy to identify solutions gathered
during the Coffee House consultations

Medium

4. Develop a coordinated approach for maximum community impact

Medium

Definitions
None for this Strategy

Branches involved
NPB
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Strategy 22
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Add a policy to the Official Community Plan to formalize the city’s policy of discouraging
down zoning to support an increased diversity of housing options

Background
Down zoning is the reduction of density allowed for a certain property under zoning bylaws, such as
residential high density to medium density. Allowing for down zoning to happen can have the effect of
reducing the affordability and diversity of housing built such as limiting the number of multiple units or
apartment buildings.
Intent of Strategy
1. Prevent reduction of permitted multiple units residential developments, by “zoning” them out.
2. Support diversity of housing options through a variety of land use areas allowing for differing housing
densities.
3. Allow for discretion on a case-by-case basis where down zoning is appropriate.
4. Support increased density and promote transit-oriented development and the creation of complete
neighbourhoods.
5. Provide an opportunity to increase the diversity of housing options and promotes social inclusion in
existing neighbourhoods.
6. Facilitates the development of affordable and special needs housing.
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Applications for downzoning are few therefore Current Planning (CP) will
continue current practice
2. If applications for down zoning were to increase, work with Current
Planning would be needed to develop clear criteria under which to
consider a down zone. Criteria would include the form of housing
proposed, affordability, design and tenure

current

3. Work with CP to ensure criteria for down zoning is in compliance with
residential development applications

Medium

4. Work with Long Range Planning and Current Planning to include a policy in
the OCP for use of criteria to encourage a combination of densities within
new neighbourhoods

Medium to Long

Medium
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Definitions
Down Zoning – Act of applying to reduce density currently allowed for a certain property to something
less than currently zoned. The result is development of few buildings or less density on a site than
previously allowed.

Branches involved
NPB, NPB, RPC, CC
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Strategy 23
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Define attainable and affordable housing in the Official Community Plan

Background
Definitions of these terms are included in the Glossary of the Comprehensive Housing Strategy –
Consultant’s Final Report (February 2013). These definitions should be used in the OCP.
Intent of Strategy
1. Ensure consistent definitions and application in planning documents
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Use definitions of attainable and affordable housing in the Comprehensive
Housing Strategy as definitions for terms in the Official Community Plan
2. Review all planning documents to ensure consistent wording, definition
and implementation of attainable and affordable

Short

3. Update definitions as numbers or thresholds are revised for market
average rent and maximum income level

Medium

Medium

Definitions
Definitions are adapted from the Comprehensive Housing Strategy – Consultant’s Final Report (February
2013).For more explanation see Consultant’s Report page 5.
Affordable Housing - is housing where the cost of which is less than 30% of the household’s income.
“Made in Regina” definitions (for program definition and eligibility)
Assisted Ownership Housing (program definition) - Assisted ownership housing is housing that is
affordable to households within Saskatchewan Housing Corporation’s Maximum Income Limit, where
affordable means spending less than 30% of the household’s income on housing. (In 2012 the Maximum
Income Limit was $66,500)
At or Below Average Market Rent - Affordable rental housing is housing with rents at or below average
market rent.
Attainable Housing - The term attainable housing refers to a situation where households at various income
levels can find and secure (attain) suitable, adequate, and affordable housing, and can move on to other
options. The definition recognizes the housing needs of the full range of income groups and households.
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Implicit in this usage of attainability is the idea that a range of housing options (type, accessibility levels,
size, tenure, cost) exists in the local market.
Branches involved
NPB
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Strategy 24
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Define an adequate land supply in the Official Community Plan

Background
The Official Community Plan (OCP) will evaluate expected growth and the land (new and existing vacant)
to accommodate this growth.
Intent of Strategy
1. Evaluation of land needed to accommodate expected growth to guide planning and policy, and
annexation.
2. Ensure transparency and some level of predictability for the development community.
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Work within process OCP including urban structure schemes and growth
strategy to achieve estimates of adequate supply of land, taking into
consideration housing needs and areas most appropriate for housing
development
2. In partnership with Strategy 2, use City’s land assets to achieve some of
desired housing development with attention to long-term needs and expected
growth as outlined in the OCP

Medium

Medium

Definitions
None for this Strategy.
Branches involved
NPB, LRP, CP, ATRE
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Strategy 27
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Continue to support housing and homelessness initiatives through the Community Investment
Grants Program and identify ways to allocate funding for maximum community impact

Background
The City through its Community Investment Grants Program has supported the work of shelters, second
stage housing, transitional housing and other housing support services. The City will continue to look for
opportunities to fund and partner with organizations that align with the City’s objectives, have a clear
community impact and respond to community need.
Intent of Strategy
1. Use the Comprehensive Housing Strategy as a guide to make decisions on initiatives to be funded
2. Identify opportunities to fund initiatives for maximum community impact
3. Recognize that housing and homelessness issues are a community priority at this time.
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. The City has a number of programs in place to allocate funds on an annual
basis to community based organizations and will continue to do so.
Program funding for 2013 will be announced in May-June 2013
2. Work with housing strategy staff to consider a portion of grant allocations
align with community housing needs and issues

current

Medium

Definitions
None for this Strategy
Branches involved
NPB
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Strategy 28
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Continue to play a lead role in the federal government’s Homelessness Partnering Strategy by
preparing the Community Plan to Address Homelessness

Background
Regina has a Community Plan to address homelessness. The Plan was developed by the Community
Advisory Board of the Homelessness Partnering Strategy (an initiative of Service Canada). The best way for
the City to address homelessness is to support the Homelessness Partnering Strategy. .A new plan will be
developed in 2013. Historically federal funds are available to support the Community Plan.
Intent of Strategy
1. Partner with the federal government to address homelessness
2. Avoid duplication of effort
3. Develop a new Community Plan on Homelessness based on extensive community consultation.
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Neighbourhood Planning Branch to take initiative on this Strategy and
chair the Community Advisory Board of Homelessness Partnering Strategy
in 2013

current

2. Lead the development of the new Community Plan

Medium

3. Advise City Council on the new Community Plan

Medium

4. Make recommendations on funding applications to support the new
Community Plan

Medium

5. Identify the best ways to align City resources to support the Community
Plan

Medium

6. Provide City Council with updates

Medium - Long-Term

Definitions
None for this Strategy.
Branches involved
NPB
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Strategy 30
MEDIUM/LONG-TERM STRATEGY
Strategy will include public consultation or outreach

Support the redevelopment of brownfields, greyfields and bluefields for affordable housing
development

Background
Work with federal and provincial governments to identify opportunities and funding for brownfields,
greyfields and bluefields for affordable housing projects, and advocate for increased funding from these
levels of government towards the remediation of sites to make development a more viable option (see
definition of terms in this document).
Intent of Strategy
1. Encourage the use of existing funding opportunities that are available to make additional lands a more
viable option for affordable housing
2. Identify and capitalize on opportunities for the redevelopment for affordable housing development
3. Make use of brownfields, greyfields and bluefields to help meet intensification and sustainability goals
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Identify lands for redevelopment and ensure strengthened collaboration
with provincial and federal governments through increased
communication and information sharing
2. Maximize the availability of funding by ensuring awareness of different
programs available including funding sources such as the Green Municipal
Fund
3. Work with Tax, Assessment and Real Estate to ensure a unified approach
to dealing with brownfield developments
4. Include section 10.1 Reuse options for closed school sites of the current
Regina Development Plan in the new Official Community Plan and explore
options for greater capacity to dedicate closed school sites for affordable
housing development
5. Involve community residents in development proposals and site
alternatives
6. Work with land-owners to target specific high-potential sites throughout
the City for redevelopment
7. Make strategic use of the Real-Estate Reserve to leverage funding from
other levels of government for the remediation and development of
brownfield, greyfield and bluefield sites

Medium

Medium

Long
Long

Long
Long
Long
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Definitions
Brownfield – undeveloped or previously developed properties that may be contaminated. These are
usually, but not exclusively, former industrial or commercial properties that may be utilized, derelict or
vacant.
Greyfield – previous properties that are not contaminated. Usually, but not exclusively, former
commercial properties that may be undervalued, derelict or vacant.
Bluefield – Refers to older, unused institutional lands or buildings.

Branches involved
NPB, LRP, CP, ATRE
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Strategy 32
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Administration deems this strategy needing more consideration before implementation.

Consolidate the City’s housing functions, build the capacity of staff related to housing, and
dedicate staff time to housing facilitation

Background
Consolidate the housing functions of the City that are undertaken by a range of departments, build the
capacity of staff to achieve the goals of this Comprehensive Housing Strategy, communicate the role of the
City and act as a key housing facilitator.
Intent of Strategy
1. Consolidate functions in City regarding housing for efficiency
2. Establish means of communication and collaboration to strengthen role of housing for City
Administration
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Complete Comprehensive Housing Strategy and Implementation Plan

Short

2. Work collaboratively with different departments to ensure proper
communication with key stakeholders

Short

3. Continue to work with internal partners to encourage affordable housing
development wherever possible

Short

4. Determine the extent of the workload required to achieve housing
objectives and action items

Short

5. Increase staff capacity accordingly

Short

6. Ensure that internal stakeholders are aware of the requirement for the
City's role in housing
7. Consolidate City’s housing functions

Medium
More consideration
before implementation

Definitions
None for this Strategy.
Branches involved
NPB
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Strategy 33
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Strategy will include public consultation or outreach

Prepare educational materials and engage in educational outreach about the full range of
housing and related funding programs available in Regina

Background
One of the ways of encouraging a more diverse housing supply and address the potential concerns of
residents to certain types of housing, is to provide information on the advantages of and opportunities for
increased density and diversity
Intent of Strategy
1. Help developers, builders and properties understand and access funding options.
2. Create communication between various levels of government so programs are complementary.
3. Eliminate some of the confusion and staff time spent explaining programs, access to documents and
roles
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Work with internal departments to draft materials that include City
program information
2. Work with Communications to ensure corporate procedures and templates
are current and in line with our corporate objectives
3. Work with Communications to measure/gauge effectiveness of outreach
strategies

Medium
Medium
Medium

Definitions
None for this Strategy.
Branches involved
NPB, C, ATRE
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Strategy 35
MEDIUM-TERM STRATEGY
Play a lead facilitation role in establishing and coordinating a housing and homelessness
coalition of community stakeholders as a way of coordinating collaboration, engaging
stakeholders, and obtaining advice

Background
Community stakeholders indicated that there was a need for a coalition that would meet on a regular basis
to share ideas, foster collaboration and engage in joint initiatives. This coalition would be comprised of a
cross-section from the public, non-profit and private sectors with the City playing a lead facilitation role.
Intent of Strategy
1.
2.
3.
4.

Involve stakeholders in identifying solutions to Regina’s housing issues
Identify changes to local policies, programs, and initiatives to improve Regina’s housing situation
Encourage collaboration and joint initiatives as a way to increase housing options
Provide advice to the City on implementing the recommendations in the Comprehensive Housing
Strategy.

Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Meet with key stakeholders

Medium

2. Develop leadership and organizational structure for a coordinated
response to Regina’s housing issues

Medium

3. Identify key community partners to bring on board for planning and
implementation of a community response

Medium

4. Plan and undertake a needs assessment to identify issues requiring a
coordinated response

Medium

5. Develop a plan aligning with federal and provincial funding and programs
including the Housing First model
6. Mobilize the community to implement the plan

Medium
Medium

Definitions
Housing First – model for addressing homelessness that addresses the need for housing first, and moves a
homeless individual or household immediately from the streets or homeless shelters into their own
apartments.
Branches involved - NPB
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Strategy 36
MEDIUM/LONG-TERM STRATEGY
Over time update long-range planning documents to be consistent with the Comprehensive
Housing Strategy

Background
To support the successful implementation of the Comprehensive Housing Strategy it is important that the
Official Community Plan and other long-range planning documents be updated to be consistent with the
Comprehensive Housing Strategy.
Intent of Strategy
1. Ensure consistency and compliance between Comprehensive Housing Strategy and Long-Range
Planning documents.
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Ensure that Long Range Planning is aware of the policy and action items
associated with the Comprehensive Housing Strategy and establish a
procedure for updating documents for compliance

Medium-Long
On-going

Definitions
None for this Strategy.
Branches involved
NPB, LRP
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Part 3: Long –Term Strategies
CITY OF REGINA HOUSING STRATEGY: DETAILED WORK PLAN

Strategy 14
LONG-TERM STRATEGY
Administration deems this strategy needing more consideration before implementation.

Explore the option of developing a Regina rental housing repair initiative that involves a
revolving fund to provide loans for affordable rental housing repair, and exemptions on
incremental taxes due to the repairs/improvements

Background
The Housing Strategy has identified the need to repair and maintain the existing housing stock. Strategy 14
would explore ways of encouraging and supporting the repair and maintenance of existing properties.
Intent of Strategy
1. Keep, restore and protect existing housing stock
2. Identify sources to support repair and renovation of existing buildings
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Since the City cannot offer loans to individuals or property owners (as
recommended in the consultant’s report); investigate another funding
model for a housing repair fund
2. Investigate provincial programs for stackable or complementary programs
or program gaps
3. Investigate potential sites as test cases

Long

4. Create an awareness campaign for rental housing repair

More consideration
before implementation

5. Explore tax incentive policy to evaluate potential tax incentives on
properties participating in rental repair program and initiative to offer tax
exemption for incremental taxes resulting from repairs

More consideration
before implementation

Long
More consideration
before implementation

Definitions
None for this strategy.
Branches involved
NPB, FAC, CC, ATRE, C
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Strategy 26
LONG-TERM STRATEGY
Strategy will include public consultation or outreach

Support a community outreach initiative to demonstrate the benefits and opportunities of
increased density and diversity

Background
Educational materials can help to dispel myths and misunderstanding about the impacts of affordable
housing or new housing types on existing property values.
Intent of Strategy
1. Provide information about misunderstanding about the impacts of affordable housing or new housing
types on existing property values.
2. Invite the public to be a part of the conversation on density and diversity in their neighbourhoods and
city-wide.
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Bring in experts on the subject to help generate educational materials and
host public events to address the advantages of increased density citywide
2. Work with Communications Branch to put together public educational
materials for circulation

Long

3. Evaluate projects in the City of Regina to study effects of increased density
and diversity through post-occupancy evaluations and create evaluation
methods for future projects to mitigate concerns

Long

4. Continue the conversation on a neighbourhood-by-neighbourhood basis as
new projects and project types are proposed

Long

Long

Definitions
None for this Strategy.
Branches involved
NPB, C
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Strategy 29
LONG-TERM STRATEGY
Strengthen Official Community Plan policies related to encouraging a mix of land uses,
walkable neighbourhoods, and access to public transportation

Background
Official Community Plan (OCP) policies that encourage walkable neighbourhoods, a mix of land uses and
access to public transportation will create more complete neighbourhoods with services and transportation
options.
Intent of Strategy
1. Encourage development of housing in relationship to other services and amenities such as public
transportation
2. Evaluate location of new housing development and need for additional services or amenities.
Steps to Implementation

Time Frame

1. Include language in the Official Community Plan under housing goals that
includes provisions for housing as part of complete communities with a
mix of land uses, walkable neighbourhoods and access to public transit and
neighbourhood design that is appropriate for all ages and physical abilities.
Define complete communities in the OCP
2. Work with OCP to include a definition of complete communities that
ensures access for people of all ages and abilities
3. Research different cities to determine best practices regarding mixture of
land uses
4. Work with OCP research and growth plan to create a map indicating areas
with affordable housing, rental housing and higher-density (multi-unit)
housing to inform policy decisions

Short

5. Work with Transit to ensure harmony with Comprehensive Housing
Strategy in terms of efficient routes into new and existing neighbourhoods

Long

Medium
Medium
Medium

Definitions
Official Community Plan (OCP) - Under provincial legislation, every community in Saskatchewan must have
its own official community plan. This long-range plan maps out how the community will grow physically;
how it will accommodate population growth; how it will manage issues such as the provision of city
services and environmental impact; and even how it can enhance its social and cultural development.
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An official community plan guides the policies, projects and programs the City of Regina develops on an
ongoing basis. The Official Community Plan will replace the existing Regina Development Plan and is due
for completion in 2013.
Complete communities – definition forthcoming with Official Community Plan

Branches involved
NPB, LRP, IP
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APPENDIX 1
36 Strategies from the Comprehensive Housing Strategy – Consultant’s Final Report (Feb 2013)
Strategy 1:

Refine current property tax and capital incentives to target the issue of insufficient supply
of rental and affordable housing:

Strategy 2:

Leverage the City’s land assets to increase the supply of rental, affordable and special
needs housing, promote the diversity of housing, and support the creation of complete
neighbourhoods

Strategy 3:

Foster the creation of secondary suites

Strategy 4:

Establish an interim innovative affordable housing rezoning policy that allows for
consideration of rezoning applications immediately in specific existing residential or mixed
use areas

Strategy 5:

Develop policies to support the use of alternative development standards

Strategy 6:

Implement a policy and process to fast-track affordable housing and special needs housing
developments through the planning approval process

Strategy 7:

Work with the Regina Regional Opportunities Commission to encourage major new
developments/investments to prepare a housing plan

Strategy 8:

Permit density bonusing and transfer of development rights with an aim of increasing the
supply of affordable and special needs housing

Strategy 9:

Advocate to federal and provincial governments for additional support for rental,
affordable, and special needs housing

Strategy 10:

Monitor changes to the existing rental housing stock

Strategy 11:

Promote and assist landlords and others in accessing existing Provincial housing repair
funding

Strategy 12:

Advocate to the federal and provincial governments for additional support for the
retention and regeneration of the existing housing stock

Strategy 13:

Develop a strategy for improving compliance with safety and property maintenance
standards

Strategy 14:

Explore the option of developing a Regina rental housing repair initiative that involves a
revolving fund to provide loans for affordable rental housing repair, and exemptions on
incremental taxes due to the repairs/improvements
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Strategy 15:

Foster the creation of temporary rental housing and rooming houses/ single room
occupancies

Strategy 16:

Facilitate the creation of additional apartment units through changes to the Zoning Bylaw

Strategy 17:

Establish policies in the Official Community Plan that specify housing targets by
type/density, tenure, and affordability; an intensification target; and a rental housing
vacancy rate target

Strategy 18:

Add a policy to the Official Community Plan that neighbourhood level plans identify target
percentages for different housing types and forms within the neighbourhood

Strategy 19:

Encourage the creation of accessible housing through Official Community Plan policy
changes

Strategy 20:

In the Official Community Plan permit housing for persons with special needs, through a
range of housing types, in all residential land use designations

Strategy 21:

Add a policy to the Official Community Plan to consult and work with Aboriginal groups to
develop affordable housing

Strategy 22:

Add a policy to the Official Community Plan to formalize the city’s policy of discouraging
down zoning to support an increased diversity of housing options

Strategy 23:

Define attainable and affordable housing in the Official Community Plan

Strategy 24:

Define an adequate land supply in the Official Community Plan

Strategy 25:

Develop and promote prototypes and pilot initiatives of innovative housing forms

Strategy 26:

Support a community outreach initiative to demonstrate the benefits and opportunities of
increased density and diversity

Strategy 27:

Continue to support housing and homelessness initiatives through the Community
Investment Grants Program and identify ways to allocate funding for maximum
community impact

Strategy 28:

Continue to play a lead role in the federal government’s Homelessness Partnering
Strategy by preparing the Community Plan to Address Homelessness

Strategy 29:

Strengthen Official Community Plan policies related to encouraging a mix of land uses,
walkable neighbourhoods, and access to public transportation

Strategy 30:

Support the redevelopment of brownfields, greyfields and bluefields for affordable
housing development
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Strategy 31:

Prepare an implementation plan for the Comprehensive Housing Strategy and annual
reports to monitor achievements and outline annual work plans

Strategy 32:

Consolidate the City’s housing functions, build the capacity of staff related to housing, and
dedicate staff time to housing facilitation

Strategy 33:

Prepare educational materials and engage in educational outreach about the full range of
housing and related funding programs available in Regina

Strategy 34:

Update data in the Comprehensive Housing Strategy when the full 2011 Statistics Canada
Census data is released, and adjust strategies as required

Strategy 35:

Play a lead facilitation role in establishing and coordinating a housing and homelessness
coalition of community stakeholders as a way of coordinating collaboration, engaging
stakeholders, and obtaining advice

Strategy 36:

Over time update long-range planning documents to be consistent with the
Comprehensive Housing Strategy
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APPENDIX 2
DEFINITION OF TERMS USED IN IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Accessory suite – Self-contained residential units with kitchen and bathroom facilities within other
(accessory) buildings on a property such as laneway suites or suites over a garage.
Affordable Housing – Housing that is adequate in its state-of-repair and is affordable in that the cost of
housing is less than 30% of the household’s gross income
Assisted Ownership Housing (program definition) - Assisted ownership housing is housing that is
affordable to households within Saskatchewan Housing Corporation’s Maximum Income Limit, where
affordable means spending less than 30% of the household’s income on housing. (In 2012 the Maximum
Income Limit was $66,500)
Age-Friendly Communities – residential and mixed-use development guided by policies, services and
structures in the physical and social environment designed to the meet the abilities and needs of seniors
to live safely, enjoy good health and stay involved.
At Or Below Average Market Rent (program definition) - Affordable rental housing is housing with rents at
or below average market rent
Alternative Development Standards (ADS) - Development standards put in place by a municipality to guide
planning, design and construction of development – either in an area/neighbourhood, or on a specific
subdivision, parcel or property. They can be used to determine the size of lots, parking requirements,
location of buildings or utilities as well as development and building standards.
ADS allow a City to create unique or specific guidelines above and beyond Zoning codes to more creatively
or proactively shape future development. They can also be used to establish density targets or housing
diversity thus supporting the development of affordable housing. Alternative Development Standards can
also be used for pilot projects to test new development criteria. See Strategy 25.
Barrier-free housing - housing built to eliminate physical barriers to use or visitation, so that it is accessible
to anyone regardless of age or physical ability, and without a need for adaptation
Bluefield – Refers to older, unused institutional lands or buildings.
Brownfield – undeveloped or previously developed properties that may be contaminated. These are
usually, but not exclusively, former industrial or commercial properties that may be utilized, derelict or
vacant.
Complete Communities – Definition forthcoming once the Official Community Plan is complete.
Contract Zone - As defined in the Zoning Bylaw 9250, this zone is intended to permit a unique
development opportunity and/or the development of parcels of land and/or buildings which, because of
their shape, size, unique characteristics or some other unusual condition, may require special
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consideration to achieve the desired results consistent with the applicable land use category or the
general intent of the zones in which they are situated.
Cooperative housing – a type of housing tenure whereby housing is owned and maintained by a legal
entity, usually a member-based corporation and consists of one or more residential buildings.
Membership is granted by way of a share purchase in the cooperative. Each shareholder in the legal entity
is granted the right to occupy one housing unit
Development Score Card – A list of priorities and goals used to evaluate a development based on its ability
to achieve desired outcomes or meet goals in terms of housing need, affordability and sustainability.
Density (or Housing Density) – The number of housing units per unit of land.
Density Targets – A target number of units per land (e.g. X units per hectare)
Direct Control District – As defined in the Zoning Bylaw 9250, the purpose of the DCD - Direct Control
District is to identify areas of the City where sensitive control of the use, development, and location of
buildings is necessary in order to establish, preserve or enhance:
(a) a unique character;
(b) a special environmental concern; or
(c) a special historic, cultural, archaeological, natural, scientific or aesthetic
site identified in any municipal, provincial or federal legislation.
Greyfield – previous properties that are not contaminated. Usually, but not exclusively, former
commercial properties that may be undervalued, derelict or vacant.
Housing First – model for addressing homelessness that addresses the need for housing first and moves a
homeless individual or household immediately from the streets or homeless shelters into their own
apartments.
Housing Tenure – Tenure refers to the arrangement under which a household occupies a housing unit
referring either to ownership or rental of all or part of the housing unit.
Housing Type – definition of the physical form of the housing such as multi-unit (several units to a
building) versus single-family (single unit for a single household).
Inclusionary Zoning – a housing policy requiring that a certain percentage of units be affordable housing
for low-income families as a precondition of development.
Innovative projects – defined by, but not limited to, use of Alternative Development Standards, Contract
Zoning or Direct Control District to allow an innovative solution, or a project dissimilar to as-of-right
development projects. Definition of innovative is qualitative.
Laneway housing - is a form of housing where dwelling units are built on pre-existing lots, usually in the
backyard and opening onto the back lane, but detached from the existing main house on the same lot.
Official Community Plan - Under provincial legislation, every community in Saskatchewan must have its
own official community plan. This long-range plan maps out how the community will grow physically; how
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it will accommodate population growth; how it will manage issues such as the provision of city services
and environmental impact; and even how it can enhance its social and cultural development.
An official community plan guides the policies, projects and programs the City of Regina develops on an
ongoing basis. The Official Community Plan will replace the existing Regina Development Plan and is due
for completion in 2013.
Performance-Based Planning - Performance-based planning identifies and prioritizes development
policies, projects, and strategies based on the ability to meet goals and objectives.
Planning and Development Act, 2007 - the provincial Act that establishes Planning and Development for
municipalities. The current Planning and Development Act was last updated 2 July 2012.
Regina Development Plan - A framework for land use and development decisions containing general
development policies, implementation and detailed plans for active uses of change. The Regina
Development Plan was last updated in September 2012. The Official Community Plan due for completion
in 2013 will take the place of the Regina Development Plan.
Secondary suite – As per the Zoning Bylaw No. 9250, a secondary suite is a subordinate, self-contained
dwelling unit within a detached dwelling.
Single Room Occupancy (SRO) (Proposed definition; further defined with Strategy 15 research and
recommendations forthcoming) – purpose-built, multi-tenant building that houses one or two people in
single-room dwellings. Depending on the design, each dwelling unit may include a kitchenette, bathrooms
or half-baths, or bathrooms and/or kitchens may be shared by several tenants. SROs are primarily rented
as a temporary residence.
Special Needs Housing – A housing unit that is occupied by or is made available for occupancy by a
household having one or more individuals who require accessibility modifications or some form of social
as well as financial support in order to live independently.
Universal design – design standards meant to create buildings and environments that are inherently
accessible to people throughout the spectrum of age and physical ability.
Workforce housing – housing that is targeted to essential workers in a community whose housing needs
might not otherwise be met by existing market housing options.
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APPENDIX B
STAFF RESOURCES FOR COMPREHENSIVE HOUSING STRATEGY - YEARS 1-5
15-May-13
Senior Planner, Housing (Funded) - Position description: Develops, administers and coordinates implementation of the Comprehensive Housing Strategy including policies and regulations, advocacy and
outreach programs, coordination of staff from multiple branches; compliance of programs with Official Community Plan; liasion with federal and provincial government, private and non-profit sector regarding
joint projects and partnerships; monitoring of housing strategy implementation including collection and interpretation of data to evaluate strategy progress; represents the City is cross disciplinary project
teams and coalitions; interacts with and presents to resident and community groups and City's housing programs and policies; reports to senior management, committees and City Council on housing strategy
progress.
Senior Planner (new)- Position Description: Supports the current Senior Housing Planner by administering programs and policies; collecting, analyzing and presenting data and trends, and evaluating success of
housing programs and policies; helps to administer joint projects with other levels of government as well as private and non-profit sector partners; helps with creation of educational and outreach materials for
public, development community and stakeholders; works on policy creation and revisions to support City's housing strategy. Reports to senior management, committees and City Council on housing strategy
progress.
Planning Assistant (new) - Position Description: Administrative support for development of implementation plan and individual strategy workplans; adminstration of housing policies including procedural
manuals, collecting, filing and recording information for monitoring programs and policies; general administrative assistance with program organization including public events, committee and Council reports
and other outreach and advocacy projects.
Strategy - Staffing Resources

Weeks per year

Strategies (Year 1)

Strategies (Year 2)

Strategies (Year 3)

Strategies (Year 4)

Strategies (Year 5)

FTE: Senior Housing Planner (Currently funded)
1. Coordination of Housing Strategy including all
department involvement: all short-term strategies,
deliverables and reporting; analysis and implementation
plans for medium and long-term strategies
2. Administration of Housing Incentive Policy: Strategy 1
including partnerships (non-profits and private developers),
monitoring, reporting and administration of SHC program
funds
3. Collaborative partnerships: Work with other levels of
government, private and non-profit sectors on innovation,
special needs and affordable housing, and the development
of brownfields
4. Administering reporting, tracking and monitoring:
reporting to senior governance and Council; research and
analysis of general housing trends for policy evaluation and
revision
Holiday, vacation and sick leave
Total
Senior Planner - SALARY

11 short-term strategies
(Year 1); prep for 21
22.5 medium term strategies

8.9 Strategy 1

Strategies 2, 3, 11, 12,
8 21, 25

11 short-term strategies
(Year 1); prep for 21
5 medium term strategies
7.6

11 short-term strategies
(Year 1, 2) and 21
11 short-term strategies medium term strategies
(Year 1); initiate 21
(Year 2) ; initiate 3 longmedium term strategies term strategies

11 short-term strategies 11 short-term strategies
(Year 1-3) and 21
(Year 1-4); 21 medium
medium term strategies term strategies (Year 2(Year 2-3) ; initiate 3 long-4) ; 3 long-term
term strategies
strategies (Year 4-5)

Strategy 1

Strategy 1

Strategy 1

Strategy 1

Strategies 2, 3, 5, 7, 25, Strategies 2, 3, 5, 7, 14, Strategies 2, 3, 5, 7, 14, Strategies 2, 3, 5, 7, 14,
12, 19, 20, 21, 27, 28, 25, 12, 19, 20, 21, 27,
25, 12, 19, 20, 21, 27,
25, 12, 19, 20, 21, 27,
30, 33, 35
28, 29, 30, 33, 35, 36
28, 29, 30, 33, 35, 36
28, 29, 30, 33, 35, 36

11 short-term strategies
11 short-term strategies (Year 1); 21 medium
(Year 1); initiate 21
term strategies; prep for
medium term strategies 3 long-term strategies

11 short-term strategies
(Year 1); 21 medium
term strategies; 3 longterm strategies

11 short-term strategies
(Year 1); 21 medium
term strategies; 3 longterm strategies
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FUNDED

FUNDED

FUNDED

FUNDED
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FUNDED

FUNDED

FTE: Senior Planner
1. Internal Branch Coordination: work with internal brances
to ensure implementation of housing strategy including:
housing policies, current planning bylaw and land use
strategies and building code issues
2. Collect, analyze and present data: strategy reporting,
tracking and monitoring to evalution; baseline data for
policy analysis; city and regional housing trends to define
strategy and project priorities

3. Collaborative projects with external partners: support
work on partnership projects with non-profits, private
development community and other levels of government;
coordinates educational and outreach materials for public,
development community and stakeholders
Holiday, vacation and sick leave
Total
Senior Planner - SALARY*

11 short-term strategies
(Year 1); prep for 21
22 medium term strategies

11 short-term strategies
(Year 1, 2) and 21
11 short-term strategies medium term strategies
(Year 1); initiate 21
(Year 2) ; initiate 3 longmedium term strategies term strategies

11 short-term strategies 11 short-term strategies
(Year 1-3) and 21
(Year 1-4); 21 medium
medium term strategies term strategies (Year 2(Year 2-3) ; initiate 3 long-4) ; 3 long-term
term strategies
strategies (Year 4-5)

11 short-term strategies
(Year 1); prep for 21
16.4 medium term strategies

11 short-term strategies
11 short-term strategies (Year 1); 21 medium
(Year 1); initiate 21
term strategies; prep for
medium term strategies 3 long-term strategies

11 short-term strategies
(Year 1); 21 medium
term strategies; 3 longterm strategies

Strategies 2, 3, 5, 7, 10,
6 13, 21, 25, 26

11 short-term strategies
(Year 1); 21 medium
term strategies; 3 longterm strategies

Strategies 2, 3, 5, 7, 25, Strategies 2, 3, 5, 7, 14, Strategies 2, 3, 5, 7, 25, Strategies 2, 3, 5, 7, 14,
26, 12, 19, 20, 21, 27, 25, 12, 19, 20, 21, 27,
12, 19, 20, 21, 27, 28,
25, 12, 19, 20, 21, 27,
28, 30, 33, 35
28, 29, 33, 35
29, 30, 33, 35
28, 29, 30, 33, 35

7.6
52
$92,765-98,277

$92,765-98,278

$92,765-98,279

$92,765-98,280

$92,765-98,281

$92,765-98,282

FTE: Planning Assistant

1. Administrative support: coordination of strategy
implementation with other branches including Tax, Real
Estate, Building Standards, Planning and others

2. Administrative support for the City's housing policies and
programs: including administration of incentives policy;
coordination with provincial funding programs

3. Administrative support for collaborative projects with
external partners: including non-profits, private developers,
community partners and other levels of government

11 short-term strategies
(Year 1); prep for 21
20 medium term strategies

11 short-term strategies
(Year 1, 2) and 21
11 short-term strategies medium term strategies
(Year 1); initiate 21
(Year 2) ; initiate 3 longmedium term strategies term strategies

11 short-term strategies 11 short-term strategies
(Year 1-3) and 21
(Year 1-4); 21 medium
medium term strategies term strategies (Year 2(Year 2-3) ; initiate 3 long-4) ; 3 long-term
term strategies
strategies (Year 4-5)

11 short-term strategies
(Year 1); prep for 21
16.4 medium term strategies

11 short-term strategies
11 short-term strategies (Year 1); 21 medium
(Year 1); initiate 21
term strategies; prep for
medium term strategies 3 long-term strategies

11 short-term strategies
(Year 1); 21 medium
term strategies; 3 longterm strategies

8 Strategies 2, 3, 5, 7, 25

Holiday, vacation and sick leave
Total

7.6
52

Planning Assistant - SALARY*

$43,863-46,232

$43,863-46,233

11 short-term strategies
(Year 1); 21 medium
term strategies; 3 longterm strategies

Strategies 2, 3, 5, 7, 25, Strategies 2, 3, 5, 7, 14, Strategies 2, 3, 5, 7, 14, Strategies 2, 3, 5, 7, 14,
12, 19, 20, 21, 27, 28, 25, 12, 19, 20, 21, 27,
25, 12, 19, 20, 21, 27,
25, 12, 19, 20, 21, 27,
30, 33, 35
28, 29, 30, 33, 35
28, 29, 30, 33, 35
28, 29, 30, 33, 35

$43,863-46,234

$43,863-46,235

* SALARY AS NOTED INCLUDES ALL BENEFITS
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$43,863-46,236

$43,863-46,237

APPENDIX C
Mayor’s Housing Summit - Delegates Interactive
Session
May 14, 2013
The delegates’ interactive session provided an opportunity for the delegates to engage in a
conversation regarding the state of housing both current and future. In this session the delegates
offered solutions, focused on ideas of how to move the housing agenda forward. The text below
is the raw text from the interactive session as noted in delegate feedback forms and recorded by
the facilitators.
1.

How do we continue this conversation on housing?

Themes (Large Group Responses):
Education & Communication
• Education between the non-profits and government need a space to learn from each other
• Communicate – speaking/educating and listening to more people and expanding the
consultation
• Opportunity for public input (i.e. Design Regina)
• Continued dialogue/creative problem solving
• Use the strategy to communicate back on implementation
• Talk to somebody else ‘inform’ and ‘educate’
Event/Gathering
• Housing solution coalition
• Council to have summits annually/semi-annually
• Housing initiatives committee (builders, developers, partners)
• Committee of Council on housing
Take Action
• Stop talking – Action – try something out
• Champion/lead a task force for this to continue
• Pick tangible actions
• No more studies and reports use best practice and learn from others
• Pilot projects to reflect changed needed
Delegates Small Group Responses:
Education & Communication
• Conversation
o Get local/North Central summit
o Community = big
o No ‘us’ vs ‘them’
o Define conversation = do something
1

•
•
•
•
•
•

o Different areas/organizations with together (NGO, Private, Government)
Information on the web
Communicate between groups – mechanism to share
Education – types of housing, etc…
Social media – like Design Regina consultations
City of Regina website – give people a voice
Social media solution box

Partnership
• Advocate with the Federal and Provincial Governments
o Everyone
o Encourage a National Housing Strategy
o Address social housing needs
• Resolve disconnect between designers and community groups – initiate a forum
• What role do businesses play in providing housing?
• Include the province and federal government
• Judge level of public engagement necessary
Event/Gathering
• Mutual
o Share speaker resources (City of Regina)
o Could be every year, more often, doesn’t need to be big
o Council give updates (City of Regina) – educate, not so reactive
o Just posting information doesn’t mean it exists
o Outreach/open house; educate about reality not scare tactics; planning
• Annual Event
• Open house events for the public
• Public forum
Take Action
• Implementation of the Comprehensive Housing Strategy
• Inclusive process
• Someone to lead conversation – idea: City/Council
• Follow up on strategies – stakeholders (volunteer)
• Role of Council – find ways to engage their ward
• Invite people who are homeless to speak – i.e. Carmichael and other organizations
• Expand beyond 50 groups consulted
• Share reports and presentations
• More opportunities for non-profits to access city-owned land
• Quarterly open meetings
o One-line (local)
o The narrow the focus and they meet
• Make sure committed and go beyond housing to capture barriers to housing (mental
health, addictions, poverty, supportive housing needs)
• Report card
2

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

o Set of measures for our community
o What gets measured gets managed
Set clear goals
Coordinated set of statistics
Process to capture solutions from community and then report back
What regulations mean?
o
Can’t seem arbitrary
o
Intent
o
Performance-based
Monitor/track actions – noticeable results
Realistic goals – do them well
Build housing now
Review outdated bylaws

2. What is one strategy you think is important to addressing housing issue in the next 1-2
years?
Themes (Large Group Responses):
Partnership
• Partnership with other levels - creation of a task force (Mayor)
Event/Gathering
• Set a date for the next gathering and the chance to report back on the progress made of
the work
Homelessness
• Systems to end homeless rather than stop gap measures
o
Homelessness strategy
o
Process to manage
Take Action
• Explore the options for development and bylaw changes
• Updating the local regulations and bylaws
• City reduce red tape (change bylaws) (focus on safety)
• Streamline bureaucracy = move faster
• Rewriting bylaws and design
• A communicated vision to guide regulations, changes and plans
• 10 year plan – built together (non-profit, government, private)
• Have a number of a variety of pilot projects started and study them after
• Land use
o Severely underutilized land
o Tax land based on its potential
o City taking a stance
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•
•

Housing first - existing but something City of Regina does
Greenfield development in cost-effective ways so to not increase housing costs

Delegates Small Group Responses:
Partnership
• Partnership with other levels
o Creation of a task force (Mayors) including government
• Concentrate stakeholders to make land and resources available
Event/Gathering
• Set the date for the next gathering
• Provide feedback on the conference to the attendees
• Indentify all the partners (database) (Who was missing?)
• Report back on the progress of the work
Innovation
• Encourage innovation (systems and technology)
• Secondary suites, laneway/garden (intensification) and incentives
• Shipping containers
• Using existing infrastructure for development opportunities
• New paradigm
o
Address problems inside the home not just outside
• New ideas/forms to the market from industry
Take Action
• Housing first – everyone’s responsibility
o Dispel “myth”
o New development seems okay
o Old development, I don’t know, so scared
• Mobile workers
o Need for mobile homes for temporary living, fast access, motor homes – affect rental
market
o Construction and seasonal workers impact housing
o Not necessary
• Look at the City’s development standards and zoning bylaws
• City employees talk the same
o Willingness to intensify - is there City flexibility (it’s not there)
o CHS + PROV + MHS = - develop some principles; are all linked in regulations
and approvals
o “open”
• 10 year plan (CAEH)
o All in
o $$ to manage not to get out of it
• Social programs to support the needs of the tenants
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review City codes and bylaws and take out inconsistencies
Develop some incentives to encourage rental accommodations (for profit and non –profit)
o Includes existing and new development
o Development of a homeless strategy
Set targets for the creation of rental
Policy and regulations changes
o Strong City role
o Variety of land uses, standards
Incentives – remediation, etc. and providing community amenities
Moving product quickly
Add to rental supply (we can’t all be home owners)
Land availability is key
Money and outreach resources to keep people in place
Increase density, don’t build around problem areas
Funding accessible/applications clear
Children focus communities
o Healthy, safe – criteria Saskatchewan supplement for housing costs and health, basic
needs

3. What is one thing you would take away from the Summit that you could help
implement – either in our municipality/region or in partnership with others?
Themes (Large Group Responses):
Partnership
• Continue the summits but more at a community level (non-profits, private and
government currently are working in isolation)
• Keep working with Regina Qu’Appelle Health District and Social Services
• Chamber of Commerce will provide housing articles in their publications (quarterly)
• Cooperation stakeholders (be strategic/coordinated)
• City taking the lead
o Facilitate the process
o Housing needs to be connected to other issues
o Community consultations
Innovation
• Support the psyche on innovation
• Emphasize innovative design (all industries)
o Pilot projects (container homes, pocket homes)
Take Action
• Housing first (for everyone)
• Human Rights – information and awareness
o Pass the message along – awareness and eliminate barriers
5

•
•
•
•

Encourage positive attitude towards housing issues
Housing first approach
Share good examples (not just bad ones)
Education

Delegates Small Group Responses:
Partnerships
• Linkages
o NGO’s – YMCA has a 10-year plan on the horizon – ‘out of systems’
o Developers – increase supply, continue to talk to the City of Regina
o City of Regina - be ‘open’, pocket housing, regulations, pilot(s) projects
• Engaging community
o Being creative, focus on human needs
• Bring people needing non-market housing into conversation (i.e. families, lone parents)
Innovation
• “Psyche of Innovation” vision
o Innovative in not “me know” its “teach me”
o Need to ensure existing can handle the innovation
o Innovation for our existing neighbourhoods
Take Action
• Neighbourhood watch
• Eliminate regulatory barriers (innovations
• Diverse neighbourhoods and rental
• Alternative housing initiatives
• More housing options (form)
• NIMBY vs QIMBY (focus) – educate and communicate
• Communicating design (grocery stores, daycares)
• Grassroots solutions for the community
4. What is your vision for the state of the housing market in 10 years?
Themes (Large Group Responses):
Diversity, Responsive, and Density
• More diverse neighbourhoods
• Revitalize neighbourhoods
• Stability
• Housing for everyone
• Importance of neighbourhood: walkable, know your neighbourhood and have places to
go
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•

Greenfield development should be “smart”
o
Higher density, energy efficiency, etc.

Variety
• Increase, balance and variety of rental and market housing
• Variety, quality of housing and forms
• Choice in the market (balance ownership/rental) at 3% vacancy
• Variety within neighbourhoods
• No one chooses not to come/or leave due to the housing issues
• Healthy mix of condo’s, single-family, senior housing options
Vacancy Rate
• 3.5% vacancy rate
• 3% vacancy rate
Homelessness
• Reduced rate of homelessness
Delegates Small Group Responses:
Diversity, Responsive, and Density
• Diversity expected + permitted + encouraged
• Flexible/responsive/evolve
• Can’t wait, we are already ½ way through the boom or the problem takes longer to solve
o
City’s responsiveness and psyche of innovation
• Density along the corridors
o Multi-modal transport
o Complete neighbourhoods
• More diverse neighbourhoods
• Thoughout Regina
• Mix housing type
• Include stronger enforcement
• Better mix of social/market/community housing
• Tenants will be better educated (engage them)
• Increase supply
• Maintain housing prices on par with national housing costs
• Less sprawl
• Opportunities – the right schools, facilities
• Home ownership accessible to all
o Cost is reasonable
• Low income families moving towards ownership
• Balanced rental market
o Not to many units
o Affordable for all
• Smaller house sizes
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Variety of rental until types (1 bedroom, studio, 2 or 3 bedroom)
More social housing
Quality housing – not just quantity
Greater variety in housing forms (ideas, best practices)
Facilitate secondary suites
Subside
Multi-modal model
Balance choice/affordability
Have at-risk groups as part of community
Flexible/reflective of immigration trends
Address vulnerable neighbourhoods
City making/offering low-cost land
Flexibility in housing
Diversity of housing
o Size, location, type, tenure

Vacancy Rate
• 3.5% vacancy rate
• 3% vacancy (for different types of accommodations)
Homelessness
• Reduced rate of homelessness
• Program refocused to provide housing and wrap around services
• Less homelessness
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EX13-29
May 29, 2013

To:

Members,
Executive Committee

Re:

Sustaining Long Term Growth

RECOMMENDATION
That City Council endorse the 500,000 growth area as shown on Appendix A as the basis for
sustaining the long term growth of the City of Regina.
CONCLUSION
Since 2005, Regina and region has experienced rapid growth and change. As the province
continues to achieve its growth plan objectives it is imperative that as the Capital City, the City
of Regina protects its long term growth needs to achieve sustainable economic growth for not
only the City but region. The City of Regina will be finalizing its Official Community Plan
(OCP) over the next few months. The OCP provides a long term road map on how the City will
grow and where investments will be made to ensure a strong economy and viable City and
region. In order to achieve this long term vision it is important to ensure that growth and
development areas to achieve a 500,000 population are protected.
BACKGROUND
City Council considered report CR12-66 on May 14, 2012 wherein Council endorsed a work
plan involving immediate and longer-term actions including wider regional planning issues
related to growth management, regional collaboration, servicing capacity and funding.
On April 29, 2013, Council received an update on the regional workplan and endorsed the
Strategy for Optimizing Regional Economic Growth Opportunities which included work related
to the City’s growth options. Council also approved that the Administration engage in
discussions with the RM of Sherwood regarding our respective growth needs as identified in our
respective OCP’s and policies in the urban-rural fringe area. This report a critical next step in
managing growth by clearly articulating a new boundary to accommodate the City’s long term
growth.
DISCUSSION
Design Regina (OCP) and Strategy For Optimizing Regional Economic Growth
Opportunities
One of the actions identified in the May 2012 report to Council was that a Regional Growth
Strategy would be carried out in conjunction with the development of the OCP to ensure
sustainable managed growth in the urban-rural fringe.
The growth of Saskatchewan’s economy requires a fresh approach to planning and Regina is
committed to working with neighbouring municipalities to realize the Province’s Plan for
Growth.

-2The City places high value on promoting and facilitating long-term sustainable economic growth
by fostering positive relationships with regional stakeholders which is why regional planning is a
key priority for the City. The acceleration of our Official Community Plan (OCP) timeline
enables us to capitalize on the policy framework it provides in the context of environmental
change and sets the stage for discussions related to growth in the region.
The Administration received City Council endorsement of current and planned initiatives related
to optimizing regional economic growth opportunities. The strategic framework for these
initiatives includes three primary objectives:
A.
B.
C.

Strong Regional Partnerships
Regional Economic Growth and Sustainability
Opportunities for Regional Infrastructure and Servicing

The City’s Strategy for Optimizing Regional Economic Growth Opportunities will continue to
evolve. Working with the Province, our partners in the region, and our own residents, we will be
able to identify more opportunities for regional collaboration and partnership.
Design Regina (OCP) Growth Plan
The picture regarding City of Regina growth plan options is becoming increasingly clear as
economic and demographic research supporting the process nears completion. The future growth
of residential and employment lands will need to be accommodated within the City of Regina in
order to maintain our current growth projections. The distribution of that growth will be
delineated in the OCP. The location of growth areas will be developed further through the OCP
process. These options are being considered with significant public input but take into account
the historical growth and development patterns of the city. This has traditionally meant a balance
between new development and growth within the existing neighbourhoods of the city, and new
subdivisions which expand the city geographically. Current growth projections require that new
areas to sustain growth be identified in order to maintain our current and projected growth.
The new OCP will guide growth and change in Regina as the City’s population increases over
time. Scenarios projecting growth to 500,000 population necessitate securing growth options
for the future in a staged approach; allowing the City to sustain economic growth; and mitigate
the risks associated with highly variable planning scenarios and future externalities resulting
from rapid economic growth.
The projection of growth to the 500,000 population scenario includes an identification of land
needs. The 500,000 population growth scenario represents the amount of land that would be
required for residential and employment growth assuming the land is developable / serviceable.
There are basic certainties underlying the 500,000 population scenario. First, is that projected
growth will take place within the proposed highway No. 1 West Regina bypass and secondly, the
growth scenarios are fully within the urban-rural fringe as identified by the Province on February
22, 2013. Further analysis of the land area is required to ensure it is developable and serviceable.
Design Regina (OCP) and the Rural Municipality of Sherwood No. 159
Planning regionally, in concert with neighbouring municipalities, helps ensure that the benefits
of economic growth are captured for the entire region. Regional planning based on sound

-3evidence provides a stable, predictable environment for new investment and as such facilitates
further economic growth and development.
The acceleration of the Design Regina OCP was undertaken, in part, to coincide with the timing
of the RM of Sherwood OCP. The intention was to enable both communities to align priorities
for growth and development in a mutually beneficial manner. The Urban-Rural Fringe Area
(URFA), as defined by the Province in its Notice of Decision letter of February 22, 2013, is
intended to form the basis for collaborative discussions on growth needs and opportunities, as
well as the development of policies for the boundary area. This would allow investment options
for both urban and rural regional development.
The urban-rural fringe as approved by the Province is a logical starting point for the City to
discuss regional growth needs with the RM. The RM has been directed by the Province to jointly
develop policy for the urban-rural fringe with the City. As such, securing the growth needs of
the City of Regina as well as the growth needs of the RM of Sherwood, and developing robust
and mutually supportive policies for the Urban Rural Fringe; will be the substance of City
consultations with the RM.
RECOMMENDATION IMPLICATIONS
Financial Implications
None with respect to this report.
Environmental Implications
There are no direct environmental implications with respect to the regional planning initiatives
outlined in this report. However, there are environmental impacts of unrestrained growth, which
is a primary reason for sustainable and orderly regional planning, in cooperation and
coordination with neighbouring municipalities.
Policy and/or Strategic Implications
1)

The Regional Planning Program and initiatives presented in this report are consistent and
align with the Corporate Strategic Plan with respect to growth management and the
Design Regina (OCP) regarding regional cooperation.

2)

The work program and initiatives strategically align with the Government of
Saskatchewan’s desire for continuing economic development and growth through
regional planning partnerships as outlined in the Statements of Provincial Interest (SPI).

3)

The work program and initiatives are also consistent with the Saskatchewan Plan for
Growth – Vision 2020 and Beyond, which recognizes the importance of planning
initiatives at the provincial, regional and municipal levels to ensure infrastructure
investments are coordinated and aligned with future population growth and private-sector
economic growth.

Other Implications
None with respect to this report.

-4Accessibility Implications
None with respect to this report.
COMMUNICATIONS
Consultation with the RM of Sherwood, other regional partners, landowners, and the public at
large will continue over the upcoming months.
DELEGATED AUTHORITY
The disposition of this report requires City Council approval.

Respectfully submitted,

Respectfully submitted,

Diana Hawryluk, Director
Planning

Jason Carlston, Deputy City Manager
Community Planning and Development

Report prepared by:
Vanda Conway, A/Manager Long Range Planning

APPENDIX A

City of Regina Future Growth Area

